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THE INTERACTION OF CO, N2, NO, AND 02
WITH FOURTH PERIOD METAL DIHALIDES

I. INTRODUCTION

The matrix isolation technique developed by Pimentel and

Becker (1-3) and adapted to high temperature systems by Linevsky

(4) and Snelson and Pitzer (5) has proved very useful in the spectro-

scopic observation of high temperature species. There are two fac-

t ors which make infrared observation at around 2000° K difficult.

First there is the difficulty in finding and maintaining a window on

the furnace which is both stable at 2000° K and transparent to infrared

radiation. Second there is the difficulty in interpreting the information

obtained at 2000° K because of hot bands and complex vibration-rota-

tion interactions. The technique of isolating the high temperature

species in solid inert gas at say 4 or 20° K successfully eliminates

both these problems.

However, not only does the matrix isolation technique facilitate

the observation and assignment of the infrared spectra of the high

temperature molecule, but also it has led to the development of a

very interesting preparative technique. It has been found that new

chemical species may be prepared by cocondensing the required

species on some kind of cold surface, either alone or diluted in some

kind of inert matrix. There have been quite a few investigators who
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have used this technique. Below is given a brief summary of the

type of thing which has been done with transition metal species.

R. L. De Kock (6) has prepared Ni(CO) 1-4 and Ta(CO) 1-6 by

codepositing the respective metal vapor with CO in Ar. It was found

that as a mixture of Ni and CO isolated in Ar was warmed, first NiCO

then Ni(CO)2, Ni(CO)3, and finally Ni(CO)
4

appeared. At completion

of warm up only Ni(CO)
4

was present. The Ta-CO-Ar system

behaved in an analogous fashion. The individual species were char-

acterized by the infrared transitions which appeared during warming,

the number of infrared bands which went together for a given species,

C180 substitution studies, and mixed C 160-C180 studies. Slater

et al. (7) have prepared U(CO) 1-6
by cocondensing uranium metal

with CO in Ar. Graham et al. (8) have prepared Cr(CO) 1-6 by

cocondensation of chromium metal and CO in solid Ar at 17° K.

In a similar manner, Huber et al. (9) have prepared Ni(N
2

)1-4

and Pd(N2)1_3. Huber and Ozin (10) have prepared Ni(O2) by deposit-

ing nickel in oxygen doped Ar and (02)Ni(02) by depositing Ni in solid

02. Klotzbucher and Ozin (11) have also prepared the mixed dioxy-

gen, dinitrogen species (N 2)Ni( 02) and (N
2

)
2
Ni(0

2)
by depositing Ni

in N2 and 02 doped Ar. By careful iostopic substitution experiments

these investigators have shown that nitrogen is end bonded to the

nickel while the oxygen is sideways bonded. Raman studies were

also used to identify the various species in the Ni(N 2)1-4 and
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Pd(N2)1..3 work. Burdett et al. (12) have prepared dinitrogen com-

pounds of Cr, Ni, Pt, and Cu by depositing the appropriate metal in

solid N2 or in N2 doped Ar. They characterized the various species

by infrared spectra.

Williams-Smith et al. (13) have reported that deposition of iron

atoms in various unsaturated hydrocarbons leads to a number of inter-

esting reactions. Timms (14) has reported the preparation of a num-

ber of products when Ni, Cr, or Fe vapors were deposited in PF3.

He also reported the preparation of dibenzene chromium and ferrocene

using this same technique.

This work is a study of the interaction of metal dihalides (MX2)

with various diatomic molecules (YZ). It was noticed that when

NiC1
2

was put down in Ar, besides the (43 NiC1
2

stretch beginning

at 521 cm-1 for 58
Ni

35 C12' two other series of transitions beginning

at 483 and 468 cm-1 with isotopic structure consistent with w
3

NiC1
2

occasionally appeared. The intensities of these transitions bore no

direct relationship to the temperature of the Knudsen cell. It was

determined that these transitions were due to perturbations of the w3

stretch of NiC1
2

by N
2

and CO which had desorbed off the furnace

walls. The CO desorbed off the furnace walls presumably as CO2.

In contact with the hot cell it decomposed to CO + 02. Not only NiC12

but also NiF
2

and other metal difluorides show similar perturbations.

This author strongly suggests that some of the spurious transitions
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appearing in other work may be due to gases desorbing off the furnace

walls (for example, the spurious absorptions reported by Lowen-

schuss et al. (15) on cadmium and mercury halides and the work

of Brom et al. (16) on thallium I oxide).

What characteristics would 20°K reactions have? First it can

be said that E
a
'Z.-- 0. There is not much energy available at 20°K.

Second AG = off - TAS'-"-AH. At 20°K TAS is generally very small

compared to oH. Third these reactions are very often done in a

weakly interacting medium such as Ar or Ne. If a high temperature

molecule, MX2, is used, it is trapped in a pseudogas state at 20°K.

Consider the following reactions:

AH

MX2 (g)(g) + CO(g) MX CO(g)

off
s

A H rl

MX 2(s) + CO(g)

In other words oHr is more negative than AH/ by All s, the heat of

sublimation of MX2. It may even be possible to prepare stable com-

pounds at room temperature in this way which cannot be prepared

by other techniques. In other words the compound may be stable at

say room temperature but not at temperatures where the vapor pres-

sure of the material is substantial.

In order to determine which of the common atmospheric gases

interfere with the matrix isolation study of transition metal dihalides,
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the NiF2 and NiC12 were deposited in Ar doped with N2, CO, 02,

and NO. The other reason for this study was to determine what

happens when coordinately unsaturated molecules such as NiF
2

or

NiC1
2

coordinate with a ligand such as CO in a frozen matrix. Not

only NiF2 and NiC12 were studied with CO but also CaF 2'
CrF

2'

MnF2, CuF2, and ZnF2. This was done to observe the nature of

the periodic trend in the CO stretch associated with the various

difluorides so that the MF 2-00 interaction might be better under-

stood.

The increase of CO stretching frequency above that of free CO

in Ar in the MX2 perturbed CO was of particular interest. The

only CO species other than BF
3
CO in which an increase of CO

stretching frequency above that of free CO(g) are CO adsorbed

on solid metal oxides or on zeolites in which the Na+ or H+ had been

exchanged for a dipositive cation. Some of the solid metal oxides

are good heterogeneous catalysts for the oxidation of CO to CO2

and this matrix work should give a better understanding of this type

of species.

In the appendix is given an account of the reactions of the lathan-

ides, Nd, Ce, and Yb with CO in solid Ar. This was done to see if

it were possible to prepare the lathanide species analogous to the

U(C0)1_6 which Slater et al. (7) report.
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II. EQUIPMENT, TECHNIQUES, AND MATERIALS

Matrix isolation spectroscopy of high temperature species

requires that several components be brought together in the proper

configuration to present the sample for observation. Our system and

the techniques employed on presenting the sample for observation are

described below.

Equipment

Vacuum System

The vacuum system was essentially that used by Wesley (17) in

his research. This was a Cenco Instruments Company Hyvac-24

mechanical forepump coupled in series with a Consolidated Vacuum

Corporation (CVC) type PMCS-2C stainless steel oil diffusion pump.

The pumping fluid used in the diffusion pump was Dow Corning 704

diffusion pump fluid, a silicone type oil having very low vapor pres-

sure. In order to prevent backstreaming a liquid nitrogen cold trap

and a CVC type BCRW chevron ring baffle were employed. A CVC

manual throttling, two-inch, high vacuum gate valve and a one-inch

diameter copper manifold were substituted for the normal glass com-

ponents in order to cut down breakage and increase pumping speed.

Low flow resistant forged brass angle valves with bellow sealed stems

were used to provide by-pass, isolation, and connection into other
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systems such as a helium leak detector. Pressure measurement was

done with a temperature compensated Pirani gauge in the range 1000

to 103 torr and with a Bayard-Alpert type ionization tube in the range

10-3 to 10-7 torr. Both of these were connected to a Granville-

Phillips Model No. 260 003 manual range ionization gauge controller

with direct pressure read-out. Generally pressures in the range 1

to 5x10 -5 torr were obtainable in a few hours in a clean, well out-

gassed system.

Refrigeration System

Matrix isolation work in solid argon requires a means of

achieving and maintaining a temperature of 20°K at which the vapor

pressure of argon is very low. Also needed are high vacuum to pre-

vent thermal shorts and good thermal contact between the cesium

iodide window and the refrigerator tip.

Two different refrigeration systems were used. In the early

experiments refrigeration was accomplished with an Air Products

and Chemicals Model AC-2L "Cryo-Tip" system. This is a miniature,

open-cycle, Joule-Thomson refrigerator. Cooling is accomplished

by expanding a non-ideal gas with positive Joule-Thomson coefficient

without doing work (isenthalpic expansion). In this case the gas used

was hydrogen which had been cooled below its inversion temperature

(-80° C) by passing through a liquid nitrogen heat exchanger. In this
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way the hydrogen can be cooled until a small reservoir of liquid

hydrogen is condensed at the cryostat tip. Diffusion experiments

could be done by increasing the pressure of hydrogen above the liquid,

raising its boiling point. Lower temperatures were achieved (down

to 16°K) by pumping over the liquid hydrogen with a high speed

vacuum pump. The temperature at the crystat tip was measured

with a chrome' versus constantin thermocouple. It was necessary

to purify the hydrogen before it went into the Joule-Thomson refrig-

erator by passing it through liquid nitrogen cooled molecular sieves.

These were flushed periodically so that their impurity trapping ability

was maintained. This prevented impurities from plugging the refrig-

erator.

An Air Products and Chemicals Model DE-202 "Displex"

TmHelium Refrigerator was used for cooling in about the last two-

thirds of the 107 experiments. This is a closed-cycle cryogenic sys-

tem using commercial helium as a refrigerant capable of attaining

temperatures of 12° K at the tip. The system consists of three units,

a compressor, an expander, and a control panel. Gas connections

between the compressor and the expander are made with flexible

metal hoses. Electrical connections are quick-connect type. Cool-

ing is achieved by making compressed helium do work against a

pressure, Pi, intermediate between the compressor discharge pres-

sure, Ph, and the suction pressure, P1. The compressed helium
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is brought down to a refrigeration temperature with a series of heat

exchangers. The work energy dissipated to heat is removed by heat

exchange with the exhaust gas as it leaves the expander. Warm up

studies were done by decreasing the pressure difference between

Ph and P1 with a by-pass valve.

Thermal contact between the CsI window and the tip of the

refrigerator was maximized using indium gaskets. The CsI window

was pressed in the holder against indium gaskets and was held in

place by a metal plate attached to the window holder by small screws.

The whole assembly was screwed into the refrigerator tip. An indium

gasket was placed between the window assembly and the "Cryo-Tip, "

but it was not found necessary for the "Displex" refrigerator. A

temperature of 17 ±1° K was measured at the cesium iodide window

attached to the "Displex" refrigerator using a chromel, gold -0. 007%

iron thermocouple. The thermocouple was buried directly in a hole

drilled in the CsI window and was sealed in place with Wood' s metal.

The thermocouple wire was wrapped several times about the tip of

the refrigerator and also about the stem to minimize thermal shorts.

High Temperature System

The high temperature system was basically that used by Wesley

(22) in his research. The material in question was sublimed onto the

window using the Knudsen effusion technique. The Knudsen cell was
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heated by passing alternating current, which usually had been stepped

down from 110 to 5 volts, directly through the Knudsen cell. The

temperature of the cell was regulated with a variac. The Knudsen

cell was strapped between two water-cooled electrodes and positioned

so that the center of the molecular beam hit the center of the CsI

window. The diameter of the effusion hole was in all cases 0. 04".

A radiation shield was placed between the Knudsen cell and the CsI

window in the front of the water-cooled case to reduce radiation heat-

ing of the window. A movable door was placed in front of the radia-

tion shield so that the molecular beam could be blocked. All connec-

tions were vacuum sealed with Viton o-rings.

The temperature of the Knudsen cell was determined by sighting

through a quartz window in the back plate with a Leeds & Northrup

Type 8632-C optical pyrometer. This instrument was calibrated by

Leeds & Northrup in accordance with the 1968 International Practical

Temperature Scale. Temperature readings were all ±25° C. The

large error was due to two difficulties. Whenever the cell was hot

enough to effuse sample, some of it eventually found its way to the

sighting window. Also, often a substantial temperature gradient

existed across the Knudsen cell.

Matrix Gas Supply System

The matrix gas supply system was again essentially that used
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by Wesley (22) in his research with modifications for doping one or

two other gases into the primary matrix gas. A length of one-eighth

inch copper tubing was fed directly into the sample compartment and

pointed directly at the center of the CsI window when it was in the

deposit position. All of the connections on this line were "gyrolock"

metal to metal or metal to glass fittings with Teflon ferrules and

were completely leak-free. The matrix gas was monitored with a

Manostat Corporation "Predictability', flow meter with both sapphire

and stainless steel floats. The gas flow was metered into the cryo-

stat with a Hoke needle valve.

The system was modified so that various amounts of one or

two other gases could be mixed with the main matrix gas by teeing

these into the main gas line. The low pressure gas was metered into

the line with a Hoke needle valve. The high pressure gas was metered

into the system with a Vacuum Accessories Corporation of America

("Vacoa") Model MV-25-ST-OSB valve. Amounts of doping gas used

were about 0. 5 to 2. 0% of the total. This was determined by pre-

mixing CO with Ar in a bulb and noting the intensity of the infrared

stretch of CO after a given period of time at a given Ar flow rate.

Optical System

Both the inside and outside windows were CsI. This material

is transparent to infrared radiation over the complete range--200-4200
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cm-1. In addition a pyrex glass plate was placed over the back of the

sample compartment to facilitate visual observation. All components;

optical, cryogenic, furnace, matrix gas, and vacuum, were vacuum

sealed in place with Viton o-rings.

Spectrophotometer

A Perkin-Elmer 180 infrared spectrophotometer was used for

all the experiments except the first five. A Beckman IR-11 infra-

red spectrophotometer was used for these experiments. Wesley (22)

provides a good description of the IR-11. The resolving power of the

Perkin-Elmer 180 spectrophotometer is approximately 0. 75 cm-1

above 500 cm -1 and approximately 1. 0 cm-1 below 500 cm-1. Cali-

bration of the instrument was done with water and CO2 transitions

and were compared to standard wave length tables.

Techniques

The system was set up in the configuration shown in Figure 1

and bagged in with polyethylene and tape so that the purge could

remove water vapor from the spectrophotometer chamber. The

system was evacuated and upon reaching the pressure 10-4 torr the

walls of the furnace were outgassed by heating with a heat gun to

prevent adsorbed carbon dioxide, nitrogen, and oxygen from desorb-

ing from the walls and contaminating the matrix while depositing a
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Figure 1. Equipment used in matrix-isolation experiments.
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sample. The sample in the Knudsen cell was outgassed at the same

time by heating it slowly to within 50° C of the desired deposition

temperature and holding it at that temperature until the pressure

reached lx10 -4 torr. The system was considered ready to go when

the pressure with a cold Knudsen cell reached 5x10 -5 torr and cool

down procedures were started at that point.

When the refrigerator was completely cooled down, the deposi-

tion of the high temperature species in the matrix began. The cryo-

stat was rotated so that the CsI window faced the Knudsen effusion

hole and the matrix gas tube orifice. The metal halides were heated

to a temperature where their vapor pressure was lx10 -5 torr using

vapor pressure data given in the literature (18-23). The temperature

at which effusion took place was then adjusted so that an optimum

metal halide intensity with a minimum of polymer species was obtained

in a 30 minute deposit. (Some deposits were much longer than 30

minutes and were made at lower salt vapor pressures in order to

entirely eliminate polymer formation. ) This corresponded to a

calculated vapor pressure of 4x10-5 torr for NiF
2.

The tempera-

tures at which the other species had vapor pressures of 4x10 -5 torr

was then used as a starting point for the deposition of all other

materials. The deposition temperature of each was adjusted until

the optimum conditions of concentration and isolation were found.

The optimum cell temperatures and Knudsen cell materials for the
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various species in question are given in Table 1. Care must be

exercised in interpreting these calculated vapor pressure values.

It was calculated that CrF
2

had a vapor pressure of 4x10 -5 torr at

1200° C. The optimum conditions for a matrix isolation experiment

was found to be 900°C.

Table 1. Temperatures and Knudsen cell materials used for various
species in matrix isolation experiments.

Species Temperature Knudsen cell
material

NiF2 975 Ni

NiC12 620 Ni

CrF
2

900 Ni

CaF
2

1400 Ta

MnF
2

1000 Ni

CuF
2

790 Pt

ZnF
2

875 Pt

Yb 1100 Ta

Nd 1575 graphite

Ce 1650 graphite

The matrix gas flow rate was maintained at about 2.3±0.1 ml/

min. in about the first third of the experiments and at about 3.8±0. 1

ml/min. in the last two-thirds of the experiments. These rates were

taken at 25°C and one atmosphere. It was found that the later flow

rate gave better isolation of high temperature species than the lower

flew rate.
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After the sample was deposited, the cryostat was rotated 90°

so that the inner window was normal to the infrared beam and the

infrared transitions were recorded on a strip chart.

All transition metal halides were stored in a desiccator with

indicating drierite as desiccant, and were transferred to the Knudsen

cell in a glove bag under dry nitrogen. The amount of sample placed

in the cell was determined as was the amount of material used in an

experiment. CaF2 and the lathanide metals were transferred in air

since these are not moisture sensitive.

Materials

Knudsen Cells

There are three main considerations when choosing a Knudsen

cell material. First the material must be unreactive to the substance

inside the cell. Second the Knudsen cell material must be a solid of

sufficiently low vapor pressure at the deposition temperatures desired.

Third the material must be a sufficiently good conductor of electricity.

For NiF2, NiC12, MnF2, and CrF
2

nickel was the material of choice.

Nickel is relatively inexpensive and easy to work with.

Since nickel reduces CuF
2

and ZnF
2

at their optimum effusion

temperature, a platinum Knudsen cell was made. The cell was made

by rolling a piece of platinum foil into a double layer. The seam along
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the side and one end of the tube was spot welded shut and a 0.04"

diameter hole was drilled in the center of the cell. The cell was

filled with CuF
2

or ZnF
2

under dry nitrogen in a glove bag and the

other end crimped shut with a pliers. Very little material was lost

through the spot welded or folded seams during an experiment.

A tantalum Knudsen cell was used for the CaF
2

and Yb experi-

ments since these materials require temperatures which would

destroy a nickel cell.

Graphite cells were used in the Nd and Ce experiments since

these materials dissolve tantalum. The graphite cells were baked at

1600°C for several hours to volatilize any non-graphite materials

which may have been present in the cell.

Salts

NiC12. The NiC12 was purchased as NiC126H20 Mallinckrodt

analytical reagent grade. This was dehydrated by heating slowly

under a stream of hydrogen chloride which had passed through a

sulfuric acid bubbler to 600 ° C for about three hours in a quartz

tube using a split tube furnace. The dried NiCl2 was then sublimed

under a stream of dry nitrogen. It was then isolated from the atmos-

phere by shutting off stopcocks at either end of the quartz tube and

was transferred to a sample bottle in a glove bag under dry nitrogen

and stored in a desiccator with indicating drierite desiccant.
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NiF2. The NiF
2

(anhydrous, 99%) came from A. D. McKay

Company. It was treated just like the NiC12° 6H20 with the following

exceptions. The NiF
2

was heated to 800° C under a stream of dry

SiF
4

and was not sublimed.

CrF
2

. The CrF
2

(anhydrous, 99%) was purchased from D. F.

Goldsmith Company. It was treated the same as the NiF 2.

CuF 2. The CuF
2

(anhydrous, 99 %) was purchased from

Research Inorganic-Research Organic Company, Inc. (RIC-ROC).

Although the sample had a very slight blue color, it was used without

further drying. Some HF was noted in the matrix presumable from

the reaction:

2CuF
2*

2H20 = CuF2 + CuO + 2HF + H2O.

ZnF2. The ZnF2 (anhydrous) was prepared by heating ZnCO3

(Fisher Chemical Company precipitated technical grade) with 50%

excess NH
4

HF
2

(Mallinckrodt) for four hours at 200° C in a quartz

tube and then to Z50° C until the excess NH4HF
2

had been sublimed.

The resulting ZnF
2

gave a reasonably clean infrared spectrum.

MnF2. The MnF2 (anhydrous, 99%) was purchased from RIC-

ROC and was used without further purification. The color of the

material was dark red in agreement with the Chemical Rubber Hand-

book (24). However, Colton and Canterford (25) report that the pure

material is pink as would be expected for a Mn(II) salt. Apparently

the MnF
2

was contaminated with MnF3, a reddish-purple compound,
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which volatilized during the outgassing procedure. This would

explain the problems encountered in handling this material.

CaF2. The CaF2 was Baker and Adamson (B9A) reagent

grade and was used without further purification.

Yb, Nd, and Ce. The Yb, Nd, and Ce came from Michigan

Chemical Corporation (99.9%) and were used without further treatment.

Gases

All gases were used without further treatment or purification.

Ar . The Ar was ultrapure grade from Matheson Company.

N2 . The N2 was prepurified from National Cylinder Gas

Company (NCG).

1602. The 1602 was the standard grade from NCG.

1802. The 180
2

was from Miles Laboratories. It contained

94.27 atom % 180 and 0. 539 atom % 170.

12CO. The 12C0 was Matheson Company chemically pure

grade.

13 C0. The 13 C0 was purchased from Mound Laboratories

and contained 90 atom % 13C and 10 atom % 12C.

NO. The NO was the standard lecture bottle grade from

Matheson Company.
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III. RESULTS

It is assumed that the metal halide small molecule interaction

is a diffusion controlled process. In order to obtain reasonable con-

centrations of the species of interest one either allows diffusion to

occur by warming the matrix or uses a high concentration of doping

molecule in the matrix. The first method leads to severe complica-

tions because the transition metal halides polymerize readily when

the matrix is warmed.

The second method, used in this study, was carried out with

a relatively high concentration of small molecules: CO, N2, NO,

and 02 (1/50); and a rather low concentration of MX2. High concen-

trations of MX2 had to be avoided to minimize polymer formation.

The complication with this method is that metal halide small molecule

species often appear to be in more than one matrix site--apparently

as a result of a mixed matrix. If more than one frequency was

observed, the higher frequency was always the more intense and

was taken to be the frequency of the MX2 interacting with one small

molecule in an argon matrix. These values are shown in Table 2

with additional sites shown in brackets.

It was difficult to get reasonably strong monomeric MX2-YZ

transitions because dimers of MX2 and (MX
2

)
2
-YZ species also

form readily. Dimers and dimer complexes were identified on the



Table 2. Experimental and calculated absorption frequencies and assignments for MX2 and YZ
species in Ar and MX2 in YZ doped Ar.

Species Wavelength (cm-1) % Abundance Matrix Assignment
(observed) ( calculated)

A.
12

CO 2148 (2148) 99 Ar
13

CO 2100 2100 90 Ar
12

CO 2138 (2138) 99 Ar
13

CO 2091 2090 90 Ar
12

CO 2142 (2142) 99 Ar
13

CO 2095 2094 90 Ar
12

CO 2153 (2153) 99 Ar
13

CO 2105 2105 90 Ar
12

CO 2159 (2 159) 99 Ar
13

CO 2111 2111 90 Ar
12

CO 2155 (2155) 99 Ar
12

CO 2157 (2157) 99 Ar
12

CO 2176 (2176) 99 SF

12
6

CO 2163 (2163) 99 S F

12
6

CO 2150 (2150) 99 S F

12
6

CO 2138 (2138) 99 SF
6

B. NO 1875 (1875) Ar

cis -(NO)2 1866 (1866) Ar

cis -(NO)2 1776 (1776) Ar

trans- (NO)2 1740 (1740) Ar

N20 2217 (2217) Ar

N20 2225 (2225) Ar

? 1830 (1830) Ar

C.
58Ni35C1

2

a
520.7 (520.7) 38.5 Ar

58 35 37
NI Cl Cl 517.5 517.5 25.2 Ar

60 35
Ni C12 516.1 516.0 14.9 Ar

58 37
Ni C12 513.9 514.2 4.1 Ar

61Ni35C12
513.9 0.7 Ar

isolated

isolated

aggregated

aggregated

small aggregates

small aggregates

perturbed by HCl

perturbed by HC1

perturbed by HF

perturbed by HF

perturbed by HC1

perturbed by HC1

isolated

isolated

small aggregates

aggregated

monomer

sym. stretch

asym. stretch

sym. stretch

co3 isolated

aggregated

related to NO

w
3

(.03

(.,.)
3

co
3

0)3

21



Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm )

(observed) (calculated)
% Abundance Matrix Assignment

C.

D.

E.

60 35 37
Ni CI CI

62
i
35

61Ni35C137C1

60Ni37C12

62 35 37
Ni Cl Cl

64 35
Ni C12

61
i
37

62
i
37

64Ni35C137C1

64 37
Ni C12

(NiC12)
2

58 35
Ni Cl

2
58Ni 35C137C1

60Ni35C1

58 37
2

Ni C12

61 35
Ni Cl

60 35 3
2

7
Ni Cl Cl

62Ni35C1
2

61 35 37
Ni Cl Cl

60
Ni

37
C12

62Ni 35
C137 Cl

12
CO

13
CO

58 35
Ni Cl

2
58 35 37

Ni Cl Cl

60 35
Ni C12

58
ra

37
C12

61
Ni

35
C12

512.7

511.4

509.4

508.2

507. 3

504. 1

440

468. 6

465.4

465. 4

461.8

461.8

458, 4

2189. 2

2140. 2

483.1

478.7

478.7

476.9

512.6

511.4

510.4

509.4

508.1

507. 1

506. 9

504. 7

504. 0

500. 6

(broad,
unresolved)

(468. 6)

465. 7

464. 3

462.8

462. 5

461. 5

460. 2

459.3

458. 4

457.2

(2189. 2)

2140. 5

(483.1)

478. 6

478.6

477.1

474.4

9.7

2.1

0.4

1. 6

1.4

0. 6

0. 1

0.4

0.4

0. 1

38.5

25. 2

14. 9

4.1

0. 7

9. 7

2. 1

0.4

1, 6

1.4

99

90

38.5

25. 2

14.9

4. 1

0. 7

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar

Ar -CO

Ar- CO

Ar-CO

Ar -CO

Ar-CO

Ar -CO

Ar -CO

Ar -CO

Ar-CO

Ar -CO

Ar -CO

Ar -CO

Ar -N2

Ar-N
2

Ar-N
2

Ar -N2

Ar -N2

w
3

w
3

w
3

0)3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

0)3

w
3

w
12

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

w
3

perturbed by NiC12

perturbed by NiC1
2

(.03

W3

w
3

w
3

w
3



Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm )

(observed) (calculated)
% Abundance Matrix Assignment

60 35 37
E. Ni Cl Cl 475. 7 475.8 9, 7 Ar -N2 w

3
62 35

Ni 474.4 2. 1 Ar -N2 w
3

61 35 7
Ni CI Cl 473.5 0.4 Ar -N2 w

3
60Ni37C12

472. 9 472.7 1. 6 Ar- N2 w
3

62 35 37
Ni Cl Cl 472.0 471.6 1.4 Ar-N

2
w
3

58 35
F. Ni C12 428. 6[394.3] (428. 6[394. 3] ) 38.5 N2 w

3
58Ni35C137C1

425. 7[391. 6] 425. 9[391. 8] 25. 2 N2 (A)
3

60Ni35C1
2

424. 7[390. 7] 424. 7[390. 7] 14. 9 N2 w
3

58 37
CI

2
Ni 423. 2[389. 4] 4. 1 N2 w

3
61 35

Ni C12 423. 0[389. 1] 0. 7 N2 w
3

60
Ni

35C1 37
Cl 422. 4[388. 2] 421. 9[388. 1] 9.7 N2 0)3

62
Ni

35
C12 420. 9[387. 2] 2. 1 N2 w

3
61Ni 35

C137 Cl 420. 1[386. 5] 0.4 N2 w
3

60 37
Ni 419.2 419. 2[385. 7] 1.6 N2 0)3

62 35 7
Ni Cl Cl 418. 2[384, 8] 1.4 N2 (.03

N2 2331 (2331) 100 solid Raman

58 35
G. Ni Cl 474.9 (474. 9) 38. 5 Ar- NO w

3
58Ni35C117C1

472.2 471.8 25. 2 Ar-NO co
3

471.1 470. 7 14. 9 Ar-NO 0)3

58Ni37
C12 468.4 468.8 4. 1 Ar -NO w

3
61Ni 35

C12 468. 7 0. 7 Ar-NO w
3

60
Ni

35C1 37C1
466. 8 467. 6 9.7 Ar-NO w

62 35
3

Ni C12 466.8 466. 6 2. 1 Ar-NO w
3

61Ni 35C137C1
465. 5 0.4 Ar-NO w

3
60Ni 37

C12 464.0 464. 5 1.6 Ar-NO w
3

62 35 37
Ni CI CI 462. 6 463. 4 1.4 Ar- NO w

3

H. NiC1
2

481 (broad, Ar-02 w
3

unresolved)

Z3
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Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm ) % Abundance

(observed) (calculated)
Matrix Assignment

58NiF
2b

779.7 (779.7) 67. 9 Ar w3

60
NiF

2
774.6 774. 6 26. 2 Ar w

3
61NiF

2
772.3 772.1 1. 2 Ar w

3
62

NiF
2

769. 9 769.7 3. 7 Ar w
3

64NiF
2

765.4 765.2 1. 1 Ar w
3

58NiF
2

714. 0[695. 0] (714.0[695.0J) 67. 9 Ar- CO w 3

60NiF
2

709. 3[691. 01 709. 3[690. 4] 26. 2 Ar -CO 0)3

61NiF
2

707.1 1. 2 Ar- CO 0)3

62
NiF

2
704.8 704.9 3.7 Ar- CO w

3
64

NiF
2

700.8 700.7 1. 1 Ar -CO w3

12
CO 2200. 8[2195. 9] (2200. 8[2195. 9] ) 99 Ar -CO perturbed by NiF2

13
CO 2151. 5[2147.0] 2151.8[ 2147.0] 9 0 Ar -CO perturbed by NiF

2

K.
58

NiF
2

736. 6[719. 5] (736. 6[719. 5]) 67. 9 Ar-N
2

w
3

60NiF
2

731. 4[714. 6] 731.7[ 714.8] 2 6. 2 Ar-N
2

w3

61NiF
2

729.4 1. 2 Ar-N 0)3

62
2

NiF
2

727.7 727.2 3.7 Ar-N
2

())3

64
NiF

2
722.9 1. 1 Ar -N2 w3

L.
58

NiF
2

706.0 (706.0) 67.9 N2 w
3

60
NiF

2
701.7 701.3 26.2 N2 w

3
61NiF

2
699.2 1. 2 N2 w

3
62

NiF
2

697.4 697.0 3.7 N2 w
3

64NiF
2

693.9 692.9 1.1 N2 w3

M.
58

NiF
2

727. 7[705. 1] (727. 7[705. 1]) 67. 9 Ar-NO 0)3

60NiF 723. 4[701. 1] 722. 9[ 700. 4] 2 6. 2 Ar -NO 0)

61
2 3

NiF
2

721. 4(sh) 720.6 1.2 Ar -NO w3

62
NiF

2
718. 6 718.4 3. 7 Ar-NO w

3
64NiF

2
714.2 1. 1 Ar-NO w

3



Table 2. (Continued)

Species Wavelength (cm
-1

)

(observed) (calculated)
% Abundance Matrix

N.
58

NiF
2

749, 0[708. 6] (749.0[ 708. 6)) 67. 9 Ar-0
2

60
NiF

2
744, 1[704. 0] 744. 0[703. 9] 26.2 Ar-0

2
61

NiF 742.0 741.7 1. 2 Ar-0
22

62
NiF

2
739. 5[700. 0] 739. 4[699. 5] 3.7 Ar-0

2
64

NiF
2

735. 1 1. 1 Ar-0
2

1534. 9 (1534. 9) 100 Ar-02
1602

1551 (1551) 100 Ar

180
1448. 6 1447. 1 88. 9 Ar-Oz

16 i80 0

c

1490.8 9.8 Ar-0
2

0. (58NiF
2)2

671.2 (671.2) 46.1 Ar

58Ni 60
NiF

4
669.5 669.7 35.6 Ar

(
60

NiF 2)2 668. 1 668.3 6. 9 Ar

58Ni62
NiF

4
668.1 668.5 5.0 Ar

58Ni64
NiF 667.3 667.3 1.5 Ar

4
60 62

Ni NiF
4

667.3 667.0 1. 9 Ar

(NiF
2)2

486 (486) Ar

(NiF 2)2 405 (405) Ar

P. (NiF2)2 680 Ar -CO

(NiF 2)2 632 Ar -CO

(NiF 2)2 470.4 Ar-12 C0

13
(NiF 2)2 463.5 Ar- CO

(NiF 2)2 440 Ar -CO

(NiF
2)2

404 Ar -CO

12
CO 2180 region (2180) Ar -CO

25

Assignment

w
3

w
3

w
3

w3

w3

perturbed by NiF,

no NiF
2

present

perturbed by NiF

w
12

w
12

w
12

w
12

w
12

(A)
12

w9 or w11

(A)
9

or w
11

Ni-F terminal
stretch

Ni-F terminal
stretch

(NiF 2)2-12 CO
stretch

13
(NiF 2)2- CO

stretch

Ni-F bridging
stretch

Ni-F bridging
stretch

perturbed by
(NiF

2
)2

2
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Table 2. (Continued)

Species

13
P. CO

50
CrQ. CrF

2
52

CrF
2

53
CrF

2
54

-1

659.8 659. 8 4. 4

654.4 (654. 4) 83. 5

652. 7(sh) 651.6 9.6

Wavelength (cm ) % Abundance
(observed) (calculated)

2132 region 2132

CrF

505 c
Cr CrF

4
52

649. 5 649. 1 2. 6

7. 4631. 8 631. 7

Matrix Assignment

Ar -CO perturbed by

(NiF 2)2

Ar w
3

Ar w
3

Ar w3

Ar w
3

Ar w
12

( CrF?) 630.1 (630.1) 69.6 Ar w
12

52 532 2
Cr CrF

4
629. 3 (sh) 629. 3 16.0 Ar w

12

(CrF2)2 395.0 Ar w or wil

(CrF
2

)
2

471.8 Ar W
9

or W11

(CrF2)x 641. 6 present before CO added Ar very weak

(CrF2)x 635. 8 present before CO added Ar very weak

(CrF2)x 398. 0 present before CO added Ar

(CrF2)x 475. 2 present before CO added Ar
50 dCrF 3754.7
52

CrF
3

74 9. 3

53
CrF

3
746. 9

54CrF
3

744.4

754. 6 4. 4

(749.3) 83. 5

746. 8 9. 6

744, 4 2. 6

R.

Ar w
3

Ar w3

Ar (.1.)

3

Ar w
3

? 752. 6 sometimes occurs when CrF
3

does not Ar

50
F2

52
CrF2

53CrF
2

54CrF
2

12
CO

13
CO

12
CO

13
CO

12
CO

637.8

2188.4

2139. 1

2186. 6

2137.7

2184. 9

643.2 4. 4 Ar- CO

(637.8) 83.5 Ar -CO

635.2 9.6 Ar -CO

632.6 2.6 Ar -CO

(2188.4) 99 Ar -CO

2139.8 90 Ar -CO

(2186. 6) 99 Ar -CO

2138.1 90 Ar -CO

(2184. 9) 99 Ar -CO

w
3

w3

w3

w3

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2



Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm )

(observed) (calculated)
% Abundance Matrix

13
CO 2136.0 2136.4 90 Ar -CO

12
CO 2183. 7 (2183. 7) 99 Ar -CO

13
CO 2133.7 2133, 3 90 Ar -CO

12
CO 2181.7 (2181.7) 99 Ar -CO

13
CO 2131. 0 90 Ar -CO

12
CO 2167.8 (2167.8) 99 Ar -CO

13
CO 2118.0 2119.7 90 Ar -CO

12
CO 2165.2 (2165.2) 99 Ar-CO

13
CO 2114.0 2117.1 90 Ar -CO

S . 40CaF2 557.8 96.7 Ar

40CaF 438.8 96.7 Ar
2

40
( CaF2)x 529.2 96.7 Ar

40
( CaF2)x 368.1 96.7 Ar

T. 40CaF2 552.2 96.7 Ar -CO

40CaF2
547, 6 96.7 Ar- CO

12
CO 2178 99 Ar -CO

U.
55

MnF2 699.4 100 Ar

(MnF 2)x
615 Ar

(MnF2)x 602 Ar

(MnF 2)x
433 Ar

(MnF 2)x
426 Ar

(MnF2)x 376 Ar

27

Assignment

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by CrF
2

perturbed by

(CrF 2)2

perturbed by

(CrF 2)2

perturbed by

(CrF 2)2

perturbed by

(CrF 2)2

w3

(.,.)
3

perturbed by CaF
2

(A.)3
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Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm ) % Abundance Matrix Assignment
(observed) (calculated)

V.
55

MnF
2

675. 9 100 Ar -CO w3
12

CO 2183.2 99 Ar -CO perturbed by MnF
2

12C0
2181.0 99 Ar- CO perturbed by MnF2

63 b
W. CuF

2
743. 5[736. 5] (743. 5[736. 5] ) 69. 1 Ar w3

65
CuF

2
739. 6[732. 6] 739. 3 [732. 3] 30. 9 Ar u.)

3
63

( CuF ) 663.3 (663.3) 47.7 Ar o.)12

63 652 2
Cu CuF

4
661.7 662.1 42.7 Ar G.)

12
65

( CuF2) 660.9 9. 5 Ar u.)
12

(CuF 2)2c 487 Ar (a) or
9 w11

(CuF 2)2 395 Ar CI) coor
9 11

(CuF
2)x

655 Ar

(CuF2)x 636 Ar

(CuF 2)x
630 Ar

X.
63

CuF
2

704. 2 (704. 2) 69. 1 Ar- CO 4.)
3

65CuF2
700. 2 700. 2 30. 9 Ar- CO co

3
12

CO 2210.4 (2210.4) 99 Ar -CO perturbed by CuF2
13

CO 2160.9 2161.3 90 Ar-CO perturbed by CuF
2

64 b
Y. ZnF

2
762.5 ( 762.5) 48.9 Ar co

3
66ZnF

2
758.0 758.3 27.8 Ar u.)

3
67

ZnF
2

756. 2 756. 2 4. 1 Ar o.)
3

68
ZnF

2
754. 4 754. 2 18. 6 Ar co

3
70

ZnF
2

750. 2 750. 2 0. 6 Ar 0)
3

(ZnF 2)2c 661 Ar u.)
12

(ZnF 2)2 458 Ar w9 or 0)11

(ZnF
2)2

400 Ar o.)
9

or 0)11
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Table 2. (Continued)

Species
-1

Wavelength (cm ) % Abundance Matrix Assignment
(observed) (calculated)

Z.
64

ZnF
2

728.1 (728.1) 48. 9 Ar -CO (A)
3

66ZriF

2
724.1 724.1 27.8 Ar -CO (A)

3
67

ZnF
2

722. 1 4. 1 Ar- CO (A)
3

68ZnF
2

720.4 720.2 18.6 Ar- CO co
3

70
ZnF2 716.5 0.6 Ar -CO ())3

12
CO 2185. 9 (2185. 9) 99 Ar-CO perturbed by ZnF

2
13

CO 2137.4 50 Ar -CO hidden by
12C0

12
CO 2183.8 (2183.8) 99 Ar-CO perturbed by ZnF

2
13

CO 2135.5 50 Ar -CO hidden by
12C0

AA. HF 681 Ar

HF 560 Ar

HF 445 Ar

12
CO 2159 (2159) 99 Ar-CO perturbed by HF

13
CO 2111 2111 90 Ar-CO perturbed by HF

aAssuming 180° bond angle for all NiC1
2

and CrF
2

species.

bAssuming 165° bond angle for all NiF
2'

CuF2, and ZnF
2

species.

c
Assuming D

2h
symmetry for all dimer species.

d
Assuming D

3h
symmetry for CrF3.
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basis of isotopic behavior, matrix warm up studies, and the number

of transitions whose intensity ratios were constant under varying

conditions.

The MX2 molecule has four possible shapes of symmetry species

Cs, Coo v, C2v, and Dooh. Of these four, the first two can be elimin-

ated on thermodynamic grounds as shown by Snelson (26) from a

consideration of thermodynamic data (18-22, 27-29) for the alkaline

earth halides. This data shows that if the MX2 symmetry species

were either Co, v or Cs, a F-F or Cl-C1 dissociation energy of 100

kcal. /mole or more would have to be postulated for the breaking of

the F-F or Cl -Cl bond in these species. The dissociation energy of

fluorine gas is 37. 5±2. 3 kcal. /mole while that of chlorine gas is

57. 39±0. 03 kcal. /mole. It seems very unlikely that the halogen dis-

sociation energy in compounds such as these would be greater than

that of the free halogen.

Of the remaining two possible geometries, the C 2v structure

has 3N-6 or three normal vibrational modes and the pooh structure

has 3N-5 or four normal vibrational modes. By the methods of

Chapter 5 in Wilson, Decius, and Cross (30) it is possible to deter-

mine the symmetry species of these normal vibrational modes as

2A
1

+ B2 in C2v and E
+

+
+

u
+ Tr in Doh,

g u
From the charac-

ter table for Doh it can be shown that the Tr u and Eu

vibrational modes are infrared active. Only one of these, the
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u,
occurs in an energy region available to the PE 180. The bending

frequencies for these molecules have been shown to occur in the 80-

190 cm-1 range (31, 32). In C
2v

all of the vibrational modes are

infrared active with two of them in the energy range available to the

PE 180. However, if these molecules are only slightly bent, the

dipole moment derivatives would be very small for the stretch of

Al symmetry and the instrument would not be sensitive enough to

detect this mode.

In this case, however, the symmetry can be determined by

calculating the bond angle using the Teller-Redlich product rule (30).

For the B2 mode in C
2v

the product rule has the form for MX2

molecules given in equation 1. Here the u.)
3

is the frequency in cm-1

and the G is the G matrix element connected with the B2 mode in

C2v. All metal halides chosen for this study had more than one

isotopic species except for MnF2.

In order to use this equation the form of the G matrix elements

must be determined. This may be done using the methods of Wilson,

Decius, and Cross (30) chapter 4-6. The valence coordinates chosen

for the MX2 molecules are shown below. The symmetry coordinates



are determined by the use of the Wigner Crank. They are:

2.

3.

4.

SA)
l

S( )

2

(4))
SA1

=

=

=

1

1

j2

(r
1

+ r
2)

(r
1

r
2

)

Once this is done the F and G matrices may be immediately written

down.

C 2v

5. G MX2

C2v

6. F
=MX

2

G + GI G 0r r ra
G Ga 0ra
O 0 G -G'r r

p,
x µM

( 1 + COS a )
-P-m

r

32

sin a 0

-P,m 2
---isin a [p. + p.m

2
(2 sin 0r r

0 0 µx + m( - 1 cos ce)

f +1' f 0r r ra

fa 0ra

0 0 f - f'r r
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In D oh the F and G matri,:.e-i would be:

ooh

7. CMX2

D
oo

8. F= MX
2

0 0
fix

0 2

x + 2p. 0
2 M'

0 O p, + 2u.x

P-x P- M (1+ cos ) 0 0

0 + 4. (2 sin -:-p1
r

0

f + fr rl 0 0
0 fa 0

O 0 f fr r'

0

0
x + cos a)Ii

M

One should note in particular that the G matrix element for the B2

mode in C has the same form as the G matrix element for the E
2v

mode in D
coh

. This is not surprising since a correlation table can

be constructed which shows that there is a 1:1 correlation between

the E + in Doh and the B2 mode in C2v. It can be shown from a corre-

lation table that the 1T
u mode in D

Doh
splits and goes into an Al bend

in C2v plus a B1 mode which corresponds to a rotation about the

x-axis in C2v.

Therefore the Teller Redlich product rule in this case is:

9.
ux + uM (1-cos a)

ux + u (1 - cos a)
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The w
3

frequency (shown in parentheses in Table II) is in all cases

the frequency of the most abundant isotopic species for a given MX2

molecule. The frequencies of the other isotopic species for that

molecule were calculated for a given bond angle and compared to

observed values. The bond angle chosen is that given by Hastie et al.

(31). Good agreement between calculated and observed frequency

values were found in all cases using these angles.

The force constant' fr - r may be calculated from the w
3

frequency and the G matrix element associated with the w
3

stretch

according to the equation:

10. FG - E\ = 0,

where > = 4Tr 2
c

2
w

2, fr is stretching force constant and f' is ther

stretch-stretch interaction constant. There was never enough infor-

mation available to separately determine fr and f' because the w
1

stretch is known only for CaF
2

(a = 140°).

In addition to the product rule, a sum rule (30) was used to

determine how many CO molecules at most were attached to a given

MX2 molecule. The sum rules are based on the linear relationship

between the sum of the squares of the frequencies and the reciprocal

masses of the atoms. Therefore, if the various isotopic species of

a given molecule can be superimposed upon one another with appropri-

ate sign in such a manner that the sum of the reciprocal masses of

the atoms equals zero, then the sum of the squares of the frequencies
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taken with corresponding sign will also disappear. That is if

E n.P.. = 0, then 47 2
c

2En.
Eo.).

2 = 0 where i is the sum over all
k ik

atoms of all isotopic species (e. g. H2O, D20' and HOD) and k is the

sum over equivalent configurations of a given isotopic species (e. g.

HOD and DOH). p. refers to the reciprocal masses of atom a while
is

n, is the appropriate coefficient which goes with a given isotopic

species. For water the sum rule would be:

2 2 2 2 2 2
c kw

HOD + wDOH' wH20 w D
= 0.

For example, suppose some MX2 molecule complexes two CO

molecules. Then if a mixture of 12C0 and 13C0 is present, there

are four MX2 (C0)2 species present--an all 12C0 species, an all
13 CO species, and two mixed 1 2 CO-13CO species. Therefore, if the

all 1 2C0 stretch is assigned, the position of the all 13C0 mode can be

calculated from the product rule and the position of the mixed iso-

tropic species can be calculated from the sum rule:

12. 4ir
2

c
2

( 2(A)
2

1 -
z

13
MX2

12 13 0.)
2

CO MX
2

CO)2 MX
2

CO)2

Also if there is a 50/50 mixture of 12 C0 and 13COCO n the above

example, the relative intensities of the three transitions can be calcu-

lated. The relative intensity of the all 12C0 mode would equal the

relative intensity of the all 13 CO mode (0. 50x0. 50 = 0. 25). The rela-

tive intensity of the mixed mode would be twice that of the others

(0. 50x0. 50x2 = 0. 50).
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When 13 C0 was substituted for 1 2CO3 the isotopic shift for the

CO stretch was calculated according to the equation:

1 3 . w 16-)12 = 4(1/13 + 1/1 6)/(1 /1 2 + 1/16)13C0
CO

or
CO

wi3 = 0.9778
CO

wi2. That is it was assumed that there was no

coupling between the CO stretch and any other possible MX2(CO)

mode of the same symmetry as the CO stretch. This is not unreason-

able because the highest frequency stretch stretch in any of these CO

perturbed molecules is 714 cm -1 for the w
3

stretch of CO perturbed

NiF .
2

The CO stretch which goes with this is at 2201 cm-1. There-

fore, the approximation of high-low frequency separation (30) should

be applicable in this case and in all other cases in this study.

Carbon Monoxide

A brief discussion of the work done with CO (matrix isolated)

follows to provide a basis for understanding some of the things

which happen to the CO stretch when perturbed by MX2 molecules.

Leroi et al. (33), Davies and Hallam (34), and Maki (35) have

deposited CO in Ar and all obtained three transitions around 2148,

2142, and 2138 cm-1 for 12 C160 and Leroi et al. at 2101 and 209 2

for 13 C160. It was found that the 2148 cm-1 and 2101 cm-1 transi-

tions were most intense at high dilutions and low window tempera-

tures. The 2142, 2138, and 2092 cm-1 transitions were most
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intense at relatively high CO concentrations and relatively high window

temperatures. The 2138 and 21 42 cm-1 transitions grew in when the

window was warmed and the CO was allowed to diffuse. Deposition

of CO heated to 250°C also favored the 2142, 2183, and 2092 cm -1

transitions. Therefore Leroi et al. and Davies and Hallam assigned

the 2148 and 2101 cm-1 transitions to monomeric CO in Ar. The

2142 cm-1 transition was assigned to a small multiplet of CO (possibly

(CO)2 while the 2138 and 209 2 cm-1 transitions were assigned to

aggregated CO in Ar.

Davies and Hallam noted that deposition of CO in SF
6

gave

strong transitions at 21 76 and 2138 cm-1 with weaker transitions at

2163 and 2150 cm-1. At high dilutions the 2176 and 2163 cm-1

transitions were most intense while the 2138 cm-1 transition was

most intense at high CO concentrations. The 2150 cm-1 transition

was most intense at intermediate concentrations, They assigned

the 21 76 and 2163 cm

the 2150 and 2138 cm-1

transitions to monomeric CO in SF
6

and

transitions to aggregate CO in SF6. Barnes

et al. (36) showed that when CO is codeposited with HC1 in Ar a new

band appears at 21 55 cm -1 with a sideband at 2157 cm-1. These

were assigned to CO perturbed by HC1 in Ar.

In our studies, the CO infrared spectrum looked pretty much

like that of the other studies. The 2148 transition was most intense

at low CO concentrations while the 2142 and 2138 cm-1 transitions
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were most intense at high CO concentrations and grew in relative

to the others on warming. In addition we also saw a 12C160 transi-

tion at 21 53 cm-1 with 13C 160 counterpart at 2105 cm-1. This transi-

tion appeared in conjunction with a number of transitions in the 2800-

2 900 cm -1 region, apparently HC1 and CO perturbed HC1. Appar-

ently the NiC1
2

used in the early experiments was incompletely an-

hydrous and hydrolyzed on heating. The 21 53 cm-1 transition and

the HC1 transitions were eliminated by subliming the NiC12. Also

seen occasionally was an impurity transition at 2159 cm -1 with

13C1 60 counterpart at 2111 cm-1. These occur only when CO and

HF are together in an Ar matrix. (The MnF
2

and CuF
2

were not

completely anhydrous on purchase and apparently hydrolyzed on

heating. ) The HF transitions were consistent with those reported

by Mason et al. (37). Accordingly this transition was assigned to

CO perturbed by HF in Ar.

Nitric Oxide

Guillory and Hunter (38) did a study of matrix isolated (NO)2

prepared by dimerization of NO in N2 matrices. They provide

evidence that NO can dimerize through the nitrogen in both cis and

trans forms. Fateley et al. (39) provide evidence for the same

sort of dimerization of NO in Ar. Both studies also assigned a

frequency for NO monomer in Ar,
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In our work not only were the transitions corresponding to

cis and trans (NO)
2

seen but also a whole series of weaker transi-

tions between the 1860 cm-1 region (symmetric stretch cis-(NO)
2

and the 1 740-1 780 cm-1 region (assymetric stretch both cis-(NO)2

and trans-(NO) 2).
This was noticed even in the absence of transi-

tion metal halide. No evidence of NO2 was found (strong absorption

at 1611 cm -1 in Ar according to Fateley et al. ). There was evidence

of N20 in the matrix from its transition at 221 7 cm-1 (see Guillory

and Hunter). The N20 was probably an impurity in the NO cylinder.

There was no evidence for molecules other than NO and its polymers

and N20 in the matrix from deposition of the NO in Ar. It is possible

that, at the high concentrations of NO necessarily used in this sort of

study, other rotamers of (NO)
2

were trapped.

NiC1
2

in Ar

Figure 2-a shows the spectrum of NiC1
2

in Ar. This is recorded

in Table 2-C. Several transitions are seen between 500 and 525 cm-1.

The intensities and energies of these transitions are consistent with

their assignment as the co3 mode of NiC12 with 180° bond angle. The

calculated bond angle agrees with molecular beam studies of Buchler

et al. (40) and electron diffraction study of Hedberg and Eddy (41).

Also seen was a transition around 440 cm-1 with rather ill-

defined structure. The 440 cm-1 transition grew in during warm up
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studies while the transitions at 500-525 cm-1 become weaker. The

440 cm 1 transitions are particularly intense at high deposition rates

of NiC12. Therefore it appears that the transition is due to some

form of polymeric NiC12, probably NiCl2 dimer.

There have been several studies on the infrared spectrum of

NiC12 trapped in solid Ar. Milligan et al. (42, 43) reported an co3

NiC1
2

stretch with the various isotopic transitions between 500 and

525 cm-1 consistent with linear geometry. They also saw a broad

band around 439 cm-1 which was especially prominent on warm up

and high Knudsen cell temperatures. They assigned this band to

(NiC1
2)2.

They also reported transitions at 460, 480, and 490 cm-1.

The 480 cm-1 transition was especially intense when an atmospheric

leak was present.

Thompson and Carlson (32) reported much the same results as

Milligan et al. In addition they report an o.)
2

valence angle bend at

85 cm-1. They did not report transitions at 460, 480, and 490 cm-1.

The 440 cm-1 transition they assigned to the o.)12 mode of (NiC1 2)2

assuming a bridge-bonded structure of D 2h symmetry (vide infra).

NiCl2 + CO in Ar

Addition of NiC1
2

to an Ar-CO matrix gives the infrared spec-

trum shown in Figure 2-b. The transitions appearing here but not

for NiC12 in pure Ar are recorded in Table 2-D. In addition to the
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transitions seen in Ar matrix between 500 and 525 cm-1 a new series

of transitions appear in the CO doped matrix between 457 and 469

cm-1. These transitions appear from their isotopic structure con-

sistent with that expected for the w3 stretch of NiC12 with 180° bond

angle. The individual transitions here are broader than those in pure

Ar and are not so well resolved.

Also a new CO transition appears at 2189 cm-1 which grows in

at the same rate as the 468 cm-1 transitions. When a 90/10 mixture
13 12

of CO/ CO is codeposited with NiC1
2

in Ar, a new transition

appears at 21 41 cm-1 which is not seen with just 1 2C0. This

observed shift agrees well with the calculated shift (see Table 2-D).

No new transitions appear between 2141 and 2189 cm-1 when a 50/50

mixture of 12C0/13C0 is used. Therefore it can be said by the sum

rule that there are no species of the form NiC1
2

(CO)x present where

x is two or greater but that the NiC12 is perturbing only one CO.

These transitions are the same ones which Milligan et al. (42)

reported around 460 cm-1. Apparently the radiation from the hot

Knudsen cell heated the furnace walls and desorbed CO2. The CO2

then decomposed to CO and 02 when in contact with the hot cell.

NiC1
2

+ N2 in Ar

Figure 2-c shows the spectrum of NiC1
2

in an Ar-N
2

matrix.

The transitions seen here but not seen for NiC12 isolated in Ar are
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recorded in Table 2-E. In addition to the w3 NiC1
2

stretch of NiC1
2

in Ar, a new series of transitions grows in strongly at 483 cm-1.

It has isotopic structure which corresponds exactly to what would

be expected for the o.)3 NiC12 stretch with 180° bond angle. No N-N

or Ni-N stretches are observed. Therefore, these transitions are

assigned to the (,)3 stretch of NiC12 with 180° bond angle in an Ar-N
2

matrix. The 483 czn 1 transitions are the same ones which Milligan

et al. reported grew in strongly when they had an atmospheric leak.

NiC1
2

in N2

NiC1
2

was put down in a N2 matrix as recorded in Table 2-F.

This was done so that if it were possible to see a N-N or Ni-N

stretch in a NiC12-N2 system it would be seen. The co
3

stretch of

CO2 seen at 2344 and 2338 cm-1 in Ar shift to 2348 and 2338 cm-1

in N2. In addition a new transition appears at 2327 cm-1 in N2.

Spiker et al. (44) report the Raman frequency of solid N2 at 2331

cm-1. Therefore the 2327 cm-1 transition may either be due to

a new CO2 site in N2 or a N-N stretch mode allowed in the infrared

by perturbation of the N-N stretch by NiC12. It was found that when

NiC1
2

was deposited in a N2 matrix with the furnace walls hot to

facilitate desorption of CO2 from the furnace walls, the 2348 cm-1

transition grew in relative to the peaks at 2338 and 2327 cm-1. This

is not inconsistent with assigning the 2327 cm-1 transition to a N-N
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stretch. However, when NiF
2

is deposited in N2, three transitions

again appear which are exactly superimposable on the ones which

appear for NiC12 in N2. It might be expected that if the 2327 cm-1

transition were an N-N stretch, the NiF
2

would perturb the N-N

stretch in a slightly different manner than NiC1
2.

This matter can

only be definitely resolved by 15N substitution to see if the required

isotopic shift occurs and this is too expensive relative to the funds

available.

NiC1
2

+ NO in Ar

Figure 2-d shows the spectrum of NiC1
2

in an Ar-NO matrix.

Table 2-G gives the transitions appearing here but not in an Ar

matrix. A series of transitions with isotopic structure consistent

with co
3

NiC1
2

with 180° bond angle appears in this matrix beginning

at 475 cm-1 for 58
Ni 35

C12. It was not possible to assign a N-0

stretch which went with this new w
3

NiC1
2

stretch because of the

complexity of the NO stretching region. It is possible to say that

it does not occur above 1900 cm-1 or below 1700 cm-1 because these

regions are completely clear in this study.

NiC1 + 02 in Ar

Figure 2-e shows the spectrum of NiC12 in an Ar-02 matrix.

The transitions seen here but not in an Ar matrix are recorded in
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Table 2-H. A new transition appears at 481 cm-1 which is insuffici-

ently resolved to do an analysis on it. No 0-0 stretch was found.

NiF2 in Ar

Figure 3-a shows the infrared spectrum of NiF
2

in Ar. This is

recorded in Table 2-I. The spectrum shows just one series of transi-

tions beginning at 780 cm-1 with isotopic structure consistent with

assignment as w
3

NiF
2

with 1 65° bond angle.

Milligan et al. (42, 43) have done a study of the matrix isolated

spectra of NiC12 and NiF2. Their results for the w3 NiF2 mode agree

completely with our observations. They also saw three prominent

series of transitions with isotopic structure consistent with an w
3

stretching mode beginning at 750, 737, and 715 cm-1 for 58 NiF
2.

They do not give a definitive assignment of any of these series of

transitions.

Hastie et al. (45) have done a study of the difluorides of Co, Ni,

Cu, and Zn isolated in Ar and in Ne. For NiF
2

in Ar they also saw

ia series of transitions beginning at 780 cm-1 with isotopic structure

consistent with assignment of the mode as w
3

NiF
2

with 150° bond

angle. They also saw another much weaker transition at 709 cm-1

where they state dimer formation might be possible. In a later

publication Hastie et al. (31) give the bond angle for NiF
2

as 1 65°

-1 .and the bending frequency as 140 cm Ar.
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NiF
2

+ CO in Ar

Figure 3-b shows the spectrum of NiF
2

in an Ar-CO matrix.

Table 2-J shows the transitions seen in this matrix but not in Ar

alone. A new series of transitions appears beginning at 714 cm-1

whose isotopic structure is consistent with (.,.)
3

NiF
2

with 1 65 ° bond

angle. A new CO transition at 2201 cm-1 appears and grows in on

further deposition of NiF
2

at the same rate as the transitions begin-

ning at 714cm-1. When a 50/50 mixture of 12 13
and

13CO is codepos-

ited with NiF
2

in Ar, a new transition appears at 21 52 cm-1. The

expected value for 13C substitution calculated from the product rule

is also 2152 cm-1. No new CO transitions appear between 21 52 and

2201 cm-1. Therefore no species of formula NiF
2(CO)x where x

is two or greater exist. The 714 cm-1 transition is apparently the

same one which Milligan et al. saw beginning at 715 cm-1.

When heavy deposits of CO are put down a new series of

transitions in addition to the one beginning at 714 cm -1 appear begin-

ning at 694 cm-1 with isotopic structure also consistent with assign-

ment as w3 NiF2 with 1 65° bond angle. A new 12 C0 transition appears
13at 2195 cm -1 with CO counterpart at 2147 cm -1. No new CO transi-

tions appear between 2195 and 2147 cm-1 when the matrix is doped

with a mixture of 12 C0 and 13
CO. It is not unreasonable to assume

that the 714 and 2201 cm-1 absorptions are due to the interaction of
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NiF2
with one CO and the 694 and 2195 cm-1 are due to the interac-

tion of NiF
2

with small CO aggregates.

NiF
2

+ N2 in Ar

The spectrum of NiF
2

in an Ar-N
2

matrix is shown in Figure

3-c and the transitions seen here that are not seen for NiF
2

in Ar are

recorded in Table 2-K. A new series of transitions starting at 737

cm-1 appears which has isotopic structure consistent with cA)
3

NiF2

with 165° bond angle. No N-N or Ni-N stretches are observed.

Accordingly the 737 cm-1 transitions are assigned to 0.)
3

NiF
2

perturbed by N2 in Ar. These transitions are the same ones ob-

served by Milligan et al. at 737 cm-1.

Another series of transitions appears at 719 cm-1 isotopicsotopic

structure consistent with w
3

NiF
2

with 1 65 ° bond angle at relatively

high concentrations of N2 in Ar. Again neither a N-N nor a Ni-N

stretch is observed. Apparently the 737 cm -1 series of transitions

is ch.)3 NiF2 perturbed by aggregate N2 in Ar.

NiF
2

in N2

When NiF
2

is deposited in N2 a series of transitions appears at

706 cm-1 with isotopic structure consistent with its assignment as w
3

NiF2 with 165° bond angle as shown in Table 2-L.
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NiF
2

+ NO in Ar

Figure 3-d shows the spectrum of NiF
2

in an Ar-NO matrix.

The new transitions which appear here are recorded in Table 2-M.

iA series of transitions appears beginning at 728 cm-1 with isotopic

structure consistent with w
3

NiF
2

with 165° bond angle. In addition

at relatively high concentrations of NO another series of transitions

appears at 705 cm-1 with isotopic structure also consistent with w
3

NiF
2

with 165° bond angle. Again no NO stretch appears because

of the complexity of the NO stretching region. It seems safe to

assume, however that it does not exist above 1900 cm-1 or below

1700 cm-1 because these regions are clear in our spectrum. By

analogy with the CO and N2 systems, then, it seems safe to assume

that the 728 cm-1 series of transitions is w
3

NiF
2

perturbed by mono-

meric NO and the 705 cm-1 series of transitions is co
3

NiF
2

perturbed

by aggregate NO in Ar.

NiF2 + 02 in Ar

Figure 3-e shows the spectrum of NiF
2

in an Ar-O
2

matrix.

The transitions seen in this matrix but not seen in an Ar matrix

are recorded in Table 2-N. A series of transitions appears starting

at 749 cm -1 with isotopic structure consistent with w
3

NiF
2

with 165°

bond angle. Apparently this is the series of transitions which
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Milligan et al. saw at 750 cm-1. At high concentrations of 02

another series of transitions appears at 709 cm-1 also consistent

with assignment as Cs.)
3

NiF
2

with 165° bond angle. In addition a

transition appears at 1535 cm-1 which grows in at the same rate as

the 749 cm-1 transitions. When 1802 is substituted for 1602 the

1535 cm-1 transition shifts to 1449 cm -1 (calculated shift 1447 cm-1
).

The 749 cm-1 series of transitions do not shift on 1802 substitution.

The 160180 transition (calculated to be at 1 491 cm-1) is not seen.

Its intensity, calculated from the isotopic composition of the 180

enriched gas used, should be about 1/8 that of the 1449 cm-1 transi-

tion. The 1449 cm-1 transition gives about 1% total absorption.

Therefore it is entirely reasonable that the mixed isotopic transi-

tion do not appear. It is noted, however, that the 1449 cm -1 transi-

tion does grow in with the 749cm1 series of transitions. Therefore

these transitions are assigned to 1602 and 1802 stretches allowed

in the infrared due to perturbation of the 02 by NiF
2

in the Ar matrix.

For reference, Hatzenbuhler and Andrews (46) report the 160
2

fre-

quency isolated in Ar as 1 551 cm-1 by Raman technique. They report

the 0
2

stretch at 1095 cm-1 in Ar. Herzberg (47) reports the gas

phase frequency of 0+ as 1843 cm-1.
2

(NiF 2)2 in Ar

The infrared spectrum of monomer and dimer NiF2 in the region
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800-300 cm 1 is shown in Figure 4-a and recorded in Table 2-0.

Dimer transitions are located at 671, 486, and 405 cm and grow

in when the matrix is warmed or concentrated deposits are made.

The proposed structure for the MX2 dimer species has invari-

ably been the halogen-bridged form; that is a four-membered planar

diamond-shaped ring and two additional halogen atoms located on the

M-M axis outside the ring (48, 49). Figure 5 shows the proposed

structure and the valence coordinates used in the normal coordinate

analysis of this species. The symmetry of this structure is D
2h

and there are twelve normal vibrational frequencies. Of these, six

are infrared active--2B lu , 7' 8
)' 2B

2u
, (w

9
,w

10
); and 2B3u' (w11' (412).

Following McNamee (49) the w
7

and CO
8

modes may be described as out-

of-plane ring-bending motions; w
10

as an outer-bond bending in

plane; (A)
9

and w
11

as bridge-bond stretching; and w
12

as outer-bond

stretching. The stretching motions are expected to have higher

energies than the bending motions with the terminal stretch, w12,

having the highest energy and therefore assigned to the 671 cm I

transition.

Excellent support for this assignment and structure comes from

the agreement between observed and calculated nickel isotopic fre-

quencies of the 671 cm 1 transition. The product rule requires:

13.
w w

11 l2

wii wiz

µF F Ni

F +11Ni
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Figure 5. Proposed structure and valence coordinates of
(NiFz)z.
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However, because no isotopic splitting could be resolved for either

the 486 or 405 cm-1 transitions, the product rule was ignored and

the isotopic frequencies were calculated from:

14.
12 4/1/F +

U.)

12

This approximation is equivalent to assuming that the terminal

stretch is independent of the bridge stretch. Good agreement is

obtained as shown in Table 2-0.

The 486 and 405 cm-1 transitions are assigned to the bridge

stretches 0)9 and col It is not possible to make an unambiguous

assignment of these two stretches. The bond bending modes are

expected to lie below 200 cm-1, the limit of the instrument.

Additional evidence for this model comes from a simplified

normal coordinate analysis after that by Buchler (50) and McNamee

(49). They assumed that the bridge bonds form a square structure

and that the potential energy is completely specified by the force

constant, fr, for the terminal stretch, the constant, fd, for the bridge

bond stretch, and the constant, f /r2, for the terminal bend. Thesea

assumptions give simple expressions for the Btu and B
3u

representa-

tions.

According to McNamee (49), the F and G matrices for the B
3u

and Btu modes in D2h are:



15.

16.

17.

13.

9 =B3u

=B3u

Bzu.

= B
2u

11F

4Ni 11F + 4Ni

r
0

N-F 4Ni/2

14Ni/2 2µF

fd 0
0 fa/r 2
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By the use equations 10, 15-13, one obtains the following expressions:

19. X
2 - (p.F +p,Ni) (fd+fr) +p.F (p.F +2p.Ni) fdfr = 0

20. X
2 - [f

d
(µ F

+4Ni) + 2f /r2 µ
F

+ 2f /r2 fd[p.F(p.F+p.Ni)]

2

0
4

If it is assumed that fa = 0, equation 20 can be simplified to:

21. (µF +11Ni) fd 0.

Here X = 417.2 c
2

u.)
2

; p.Ni is the reciprocal mass of the nickel atom;

and p.F is the reciprocal mass of the fluorine atom.

The additional assumptions are made that fr is equal to the
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force constant derived from w
3

for the monomer and that f =
d 2 r .

These assumptions give the following values: w12, 717 cm-1; w
1 l'

463 cm-l, w 9, 454 cm-1. The observed values are 671, 486, and 405

-1cm .

(NiF
2)2

+ CO in Ar

Depositions were generally carried out with a low concentration

of NiF
2

to prevent polymer formation, and a reasonably high, 1/50,

concentration of YZ molecule. In a few instances involving CO both

(NiF
2)2

and CO concentrations were reasonably high and frequencies

attributable to polymer interactions with CO were observed.

Closely spaced absorptions are present at 2180 cm-1 when CO

is deposited with polymeric NiF2. These transitions grow in when

a matrix containing NiF2, CO, and NiF
2

perturbed by CO is warmed

allowing diffusion to occur. The results are shown in Figure 4-b

and recorded in Table 2-P. The 13 C0 counterpart is at 2132 cm-1.

No mixed frequencies are observed when both 12C0 and 13CO are

codeposited with polymeric NiF2 proving that this species is not

(NiF
2

)x(CO) where y is two or greater. Lower frequencies which

grow in with the 2180 cm -1 transition are located at 680, 622, and

470.4 cm-1. Broad transitions at 440 and 404 cm-1 also seem to

go with this species.

The transition at 470.4 cm-1 is carbon dependent. Upon



substitution of 13 C0 for 12CO3 the transition shifts to 463.5 cm-1.

Also this transition has no noticeable nickel isotopic structure. If

this transition were taken as a Ni-C stretch and the 58Ni-12C

stretching frequency were taken as 470.4 cm -1, the 58Ni-13C

stretching frequency would be expected at 455. 2 cm-1, using the

formula:

22.
u)

58Ni 13
C + 1/13

470. 4 1/58 + 1/12

The only way to obtain an isotopic shift of the right magnitude is to

assume that an entire CO molecule is vibrating against an entire

(NiF
2)2

species. If the 470.4 cm-1 transition is taken as the fre-

quency of 12C0 vibrating against (58NiF 2)2'

stretch is calculated to be 462.9 cm

463.5 cm -1
).

23. 470.4 1/192 + 1/28

57

the corresponding 13 CO

using Equation 23 (observed

co
13 CO - ( 58NiF )2 2 /1/192 + 1/29

The (60NiF2)2- 12CO stretch, using the model, would be expected at

469. 8 cm -1 while the 58
Ni

60 NiF4 stretch would be expected at 470.1

cm-1. Therefore, if this model is correct, nickel isotopic structure

would not be observable. Unfortunately, although the sort of calcula-

tions done above fit the observed data well, it is not really understood

what sort of species of CO-polymeric NiF
2

interaction could give

transitions with the characteristics observed here.
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CrF
2'

CrF3, and (CrF
2)2

in Ar

Figure 6-a shows the spectrum of CrF2' CrF3, and (CrF 2)2

in Ar. This is recorded in Table 2-Q. The isotopic structure of

the series of transitions around 654 cm-1 is consistent with its

assignment as w
3

CrF
2

with 180° bond angle.

In addition to the series of transitions around 654 cm-1 another

somewhat weaker series of transitions appears around 750 cm-1.

The isotopic structure on these transitions is consistent with assign-

ment as the w
3

(E') mode of CrF
3

assuming D3h symmetry.

Linevsky (51) has done a study of CrF2 isolated in Ar. The

series of transitions around 654 cm-1 was also assigned to w
3

CrF
2

with 180° bond angle. In addition, Linevsky also saw the transitions

around 750 cm-1 and also assigned these to w
3

CrF
3

assuming D3h

symmetry. It was also shown that the observed frequencies around

750 cm-1 would not agree with the calculated frequencies assuming

that this was the w
3

CrF
2

with 180° bond angle. Linevsky states

that there apparently is some CrF
3

present in the vapor phase along

with the CrF2. Hastie et al. (31) give the w3 52 CrF2 stretch as 654

cm-1 and the w
2

52CrF
2

bend as 155 cm-1 in Ar.

Weak transitions are also seen around 630 cm-1 which grow

in at the same rate as a transition at 395 cm-1 and one at 472 cm-1.

The isotopic structure around 630 cm-1 was analyzed in the same
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fashion as (NiF2)2. Excellent agreement shown in Table 2-Q between

observed and calculated values provides a strong indication that the

630, 472, and 395 cm-1 transitions are due to D2h (CrF2)2.

CrF
2

CO in Ar

Figure 6-b shows the spectrum of CrF
2

in an Ar-CO matrix.

The transitions observed here but not in an Ar matrix are recorded

in Table 2-R. A new transition appears at 637 cm-1. No other

isotopic species could be found which went with this transition due

to the relative scarcity of 50 Cr, 53 Cr, and 54Cr and overlapping of

some (CrF 2)2 transitions with that expected for 54CrF
2

perturbed

by CO. A complex series of transitions grow in in the 2180-2190

cm-1 region with the most intense transition at 2185 cm-1. These

grow in at the same rate as the 637 cm-1 transition. When a 90/10

mixture of 13 CO/12C0 is codeposited with CrF
2

in Ar, a series of

transitions grows in between Z130 and 2140 cm-1. No transitions

between those of 1 2 C0 and those of 13 C0 are seen proving that there

are no species present of the form CrF2(C0)x where x is two or

greater. Apparently the 637 cm-1 transition is w
3

CrF
2

perturbed

by CO and the new CO transitions are the perturbed CO stretches

which go with the 637 cm-1 transition.

There also appears when CrF
2

is codeposited with CO in Ar

a series of transitions between 2160 and 21 70 cm-1 which have 13C0
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counterparts in the 2110-2120 cm-1 region with no observed inter-

mediate transitions. Although transitions in the 600 cm -1 and 400

cm-1 regions were not correlated with these, it seems likely by

analogy with the NiF2-CO system that this is (CrF2)2 perturbed by

CO.

CaF
2

in Ar

The spectrum of CaF2 in Ar is shown in Figure 7-a and

recorded in Table 2-S. Transitions appear at 558, 529, 484, and

368 cm-1.

Snelson (26) has done a study of CaF2 isolated in Ar. He

reports transitions at 561, 528, 489, and 370 cm-1 He found that

at high deposition rates the 528 and 370 cm-1 transitions grew in

relative to the 560 and 489 cm-1 transitions. Accordingly he assigned

the 561 and 489 cm-1 transitions to monomeric species while the 528

and 370 cm -1 transitions were assigned to polymeric species. His

analysis of the shift in the 561 cm-1 transition on substitution of

44 CaF
2

for 40 CaF
2

led to assignment of this mode as w
3

CaF
2

with 1 20 ±30° bond angle. On the basis of this angle and intensity

considerations the 489 cm-1 transition was assigned to w
1

CaF .

Has tie et al. (3 1) give the bending frequency of CaF
2

as 165 cm-1

in Ar.
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Calder et al. (52) have made a study of CaF
2

isolated in Kr.

They report the three 40CaF2 stretches as w
1

at 485 cm-1, 0.)
2

at

163 cm-1, and w3 at 554 cm-1. The isotopic shifts when 4 4 Ca is

substituted for 40 Ca for these transitions are consistent with a 140°

bond angle. Two other bands at 523 and 365 cm -1 were seen with
40 CaF

2
in Kr. When a 1: 1 isotopic mixture of 40CaF2 and 44 CaF

2

was deposited in Kr these transitions became triplets with intensity

ratio 1:2:1. Therefore these transitions were due to a species having

two equivalent Ca atoms and were assigned to CaF
2

dimers.

Therefore on the basis of the work of Snelson and Calder et al.

the 558 cm-1 transition is assigned to w3 CaF2 and the 484 cm-1

transition to the w
1

CaF
2

while the 529 and 368 cm-1 transitions are

assigned to polymer modes. Snelson was using a PE 521 infrared

spectrophotometer an instrument capable of less precision than the

PE 180, and Calder et al. put the CaF2 down in Kr. Apparently

this is the source of discrepancy between the frequencies reported

by these investigators and the ones presented here. For all other

experiments reported in this thesis our frequency values closely

matched those available in the literature.

CaF
2

+ CO in Ar

Figure 7-b shows the infrared spectrum of CaF
2

in an Ar-CO

matrix. The transitions seen here but not seen for CaF2 in Ar are
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recorded in Table 2-T. It can be seen that when the Ar is doped with

CO the 558 cm -1 transition broadens and shoulders appear at 552

and 548 cm-1. No discernible effects are seen on the w
1

transition

or on the polymer modes. A new very broad transition not seen

elsewhere appears at 2178 cm-1 which goes with the shoulders at

552 and 548 cm-1. No
13 C0 studies were done and it is assumed

by analogy with the results for NiF2, NiC12, CrF2, CuF2, and ZnF
2

that if CaF
2

complexes with CO it does so with no more than one CO.

MnF
2

in Ar

Figure 8-a shows the spectrum of MnF
2

isolated in Ar. This

is recorded in Table 2-U. A transition is seen at 699 cm-1. Hastie

et al. (31) report this transition at 700 cm-1 and assign it to co
3

MnF
2

in Ar. This is a reasonable assignment in light of the data

from the other transition metal difluorides. Both manganese and

fluorine have but one naturally occurring isotope so that no isotopic

structure is possible. Hastie et al, give the w
2

of MnF
2

as 125 cm-1

in Ar.

In addition, with heavier deposits of MnF
2

transitions some-

times occur at 615, 602, 433, 426, and 376 cm -1
. These are thought

to be MnF
2

polymer transitions by analogy with the NiF2, NiC12,

CaF2, and CrF
2

systems.

Also seen are transitions at 681, 560, and 445 cm-1. When
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the window is brought up to room temperature after these transitions

appear at 20°K, a broad transition around 725 cm-1 remains. These

transitions appear only when both HF and H2O transitions appear

in the 3000-4000 cm -1 region. These same transitions with the

same behavior on warming to room temperature can be reproduced

by depositing dilute concentratons of HF without any MX2 spe-

cies in Ar. The HF more than likely comes from the hydrolysis of

the MnF
2

in the system.

MnF
2

+ CO in Ar

Figure 8-b shows the spectrum of MnF
2

in an Ar-CO matrix.

The transitions appearing here which do not appear for MnF
2

in Ar

are recorded in Table 2-V. In addition to the 699 cm-1 transition

a new transition appears at 675 cm-1 which goes with a CO transition

at 2183 cm-1. No
13 C0 studies were done and it is assumed as in

the case of CaF
2

that if MnF
2

complexes CO, it does so with no

more than one CO. The transition at 2159 cm-1 is CO perturbed

by HF in Ar.

CuF
2

in Ar

Figure 9-a shows the spectrum of CuF
2

in Ar. The data are

recorded in Table 2-W. At very dilute concentrations of CuF
2

a
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doublet appears at 744 and 740 cm -1. The splitting and intensities

observed are consistent with assignment as w
3

CuF
2

with 165° bond

angle. At heavier concentrations another doublet appears at 736

and 733 cm-1 also with splitting and intensities consistent with

assignment as w3 CuF2 with 165° bond angle. If CuF2 perturbed

by 02 gave the same percent change in w3 CuF2 as it did to w3 NiF2

the doublet would be expected at 714 cm -1
. If perturbed by N2 it

would be expected at 702 cm-1. Therefore the second doublet is

probably another site for CuF
2

in Ar matrix.

In addition transitions are seen at 681, 560, and 445 cm-1

which are attributed to HF in the matrix. See the discussion under

MnF2,

Also seen are transitions at 663 and 662 cm-1. One must con-

sider both (CuF
2)2

and CuF as a source of these transitions. The

product rule shows that if the 63CuF frequency is at 663.3 cm -1

then the 65 CuF frequency should be at 660. 9 cm -1
. The observed

values are 663.3 and 661.7 cm -1 --not a very good agreement.

Herzberg (52) gives the gas phase frequency, (.,.) of 63 CuF as 615

cm -I -- considerably below 663 cm-1. Although these arguments do

not eliminate CuF, they make it seem unlikely that it causes the transi-

tion at 663 cm-1.

The other possibility is (CuF2)2. If the model used for (NiF
2)2

and (CrF
2)2

is assumed, it is calculated that if w
12

(
63 CuF

2)2
is taken
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to be 663.3 cm the 63
Cu

65 CuF
4

and ( 65 CuF
2)2

frequencies would

be expected at 662. 1 and 660.9 cm- 1 respectively. The observed

value is 661. 7 cm -1
. The intensity ratios of the three transitions

are calculated to be 47. 7:42. 7:9. 5. The intensities of the two transi-

tions observed here are not inconsistent with this. The (65CuF2)2

should be considerably less intense than the other two and may not

be resolved. In addition bands appear at 487 and 395 cm-1 which

may go with the bands around 663 cm-1. The (CuF
2)2

assignment

appears to be the best of the two possibilities.

Hastie et al. (45) have looked at CuF2 in Ar and in Ne. They

give the u.)
3

63 CuF2 in Ar as 744 cm-1 and in Ne as 766 cm-1. Their

results are consistent with a 165° bond angle. In addition they saw

another doublet at 722 cm-1 with splitting and intensities consistent

with assignment as w3CuF
2.

In Ne they also saw doublets with inten-

sities and splitting consistent with assignment as co
3

CuF
2

at 752

and 730 cm-1. A doublet also appeared at 700 cm-1 in Ne with inten-

sity ratio consistent with the isotopic abundances of 63Cu and 65 Cu.

They also saw a couple of other transitions in Ne between 700 and

720 cm-1. Hastie et al. (31) report in another paper that w2 CuF2

occurs at 183 cm-1 in Ar.

Kasai et al. (53) have also studied the infrared spectrum of

CuF2 in Ne. They saw the w3 CuF2 at 765 cm-1 and the doublet at 700

-1cm in agreement with Hastie et al. In addition Kasai et al. report
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a single band around 409 cm 1.

CuF2 + CO in Ar

Figure 9-b shows the spectrum of CuF
2

in an Ar-CO matrix.

The transitions observed here but not observed in an Ar matrix are

recorded in Table 2-X. In addition to the transitions observed in Ar

a new doublet grows in at 704 cm-1 with splitting and intensities

consistent with w
3

CuF2 with 165° bond angle. This doublet grows

in at the same rate as a CO transition at 2210 cm-1. Codepositing

12C0 and 13 C0 along with CuF
2

in Ar yields no new CO transitions

between that of 12 C0 and the observed and calculated value for 13 C0.

Therefore, if CuF
2

complexes CO, it does so with no more than one

CO.

ZnF2 in Ar

Figure 10-a shows the spectrum of ZnF
2

in Ar. This is

recorded in Table 2-Y. There is a series of transitions beginning

at 762 cm-1 whose splittings and intensities are consistent with an

assignment as w
3

ZnF
2

with 165° bond angle.

Also seen are transitions at 445, 560, and 681 cm-1 which

have been shown to be due to HF in the system.

In addition, a transition, which has incompletely resolved

isotopic structure, appears at 661 cm-1 together with broad
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transitions at 400 and 458 cm-1. This kind of pattern has been ob-

served before with transitions attributed to (NiF2)2, (CrF2)2, and

(CuF2)2. Therefore it appears likely that these are dimer transi-

tions of ZnF2.

Loewenschuss et al. (48) have done a study of the spectrum of

ZnF
2

in Kr. They report the w
3

ZnF
2

at 758 cm-1. They attribute

the 661 cm-1 transitions to (ZnF 2)2 on the basis of three studies.

Isotopic enrichment studies, pure 64ZnF
2

and pure 66ZnF
2'

showed

the appropriate isotopic shifts for a D 2h (ZnF
2)2

model. Double

oven studies in which the vapor from a relatively cool chamber was

superheated in a hot chamber before effusing out of the Knudsen hole

and into the matrix essentially eliminated the 661, 451, and 407 cm-1

transitions. Apparently polymer was present in the vapor phase.

High deposition rates increased the relative intensities of these three

bands, apparently from warming the matrix and allowing diffusion to

occur in the matrix. Therefore, it appears that the transitions which

we saw at 661, 458, and 400 cm-1 are dimer modes.

Hastie et al. (45) have deposited ZnF
2

in Ar. The 64 ZnF
2w 3

stretch was at 763 cm-1 and the matrix splitting and intensities were

consistent with w
3

ZnF
2

with 165° bond angle. A transition was also

seen at 704 cm-1 which also appeared with CuF
2

in Ar. Broad bands

at 650 and 470 cm-1 were attributed to polymer species. Hastie

et al. (31) in another paper report the w
2
ZnF

2
mode at 151 cm- lin Ar.
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Akishin (54) has determined that ZnF
2

is linear by electron

diffraction. Buchler et al. (55) support this geometry by deflection

techniques in inhomogeneous electric fields. Hastie et al. (31) report

that the larger bond angles (i. e. 165° ) are sensitive to anharmonic

effects and therefore are less reliable than smaller angles. This may

be the source of the discrepancy between the infrared work and the

electron diffraction and electric field deflection work.

ZnF
2

+ CO in Ar

Figure 10-b shows the spectrum of ZnF
2

in an Ar-CO matrix.

The transitions seen here but not in an Ar matrix are recorded in

Table 2-Z. A new series of transitions grows in at 728 cm -1 with

isotopic splitting consistent with assignment as OJ
3

ZnF
2

with 165°

bond angle. A new CO transition appears which grows in at the same

rate as the 728 cm-1 transition at 2186 cm-1
. Codeposition of 12

CO

and 13 C0 with ZnF
2

in Ar reveals no new CO transitions between

those expected for 12 C0 and 13 C0. Therefore, if ZnF
2

does complex

CO, it does so with no more than one CO.
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IV. DISCUSSION

To this point it has been shown that a metal dihalide, MX2,

can interact in some way with the various small molecules, YZ.

In order to elucidate the nature of the MX
2
-YZ interaction the simp-

lest possible reasonable physical model is made. The data are then

correlated with the model and modifications are made as required to

fit the observed data.

Kasai et al. (53) have shown that CuF
2

is ionic from an esr

study of CuF2 in Ar. This is based on the fact that there is very

little coupling between the unpaired electron on the copper and the

magnetic moment on the 19F nucleus. It is assumed that the other

metal dihalides used here are also ionic.

Therefore the model proposed for the MX
2
-YZ interaction is

an electrostatic model used by Angell and Schaffer (56) in their study

of CO adsorbed on zeolites in various cationic forms. This model

assumes that the charged species, both the metal ions and the halide

ions, have electric fields about them which can interact with the

dipole (permanent, induced, or both) of the YZ molecule. The

energy of the interaction is given by the equation:

24. E E p

where E is the energy of the interaction, E is the electric field vector

at the Y nucleus and p is the dipole moment vector of YZ.
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It is expected that the first YZ molecule in the first coordina-

tion sphere of MX2 would preferentially be attracted to the metal ion

for two reasons. First the charges on the cation is twice as great

as on the anions. Second, because the Pau ling (57) ionic radius of

the cation is in all cases smaller for the cation than for the anion,

the charge density at the surface of the cation is more than twice as

great as at the surface of the anion.

Our observations were entirely consistent with this model.

The isotopic structure on the CO perturbed o.)
3

MX2 stretch was of

the exact same form as on the unperturbed MX2 stretch. This can

only be if the CO coordinates to the metal. If the first CO coordinated

to the fluorine, the two MF bonds would then be nonequivalent and two

MF frequencies would be observed. Also the coupling between the

two MF bonds would be destroyed and the isotopic structure on these

species would be different than that expected for uncoordinated MX2

or MX2 coordinated to CO through the metal.

In all cases it is observed that the CO frequency goes up when

perturbed by an MX2 molecule. CO has a dipole moment of 0.112

Debye and the carbon is the negative end of the dipole (58, 59). It is

expected that the negative end of the dipole would preferentially be

attracted to the dipositive metal ion. The electric field would tend

to align the dipole of the CO in the same direction as the electric

field vector of the ion and also would distort the electrons on the
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carbon (principally in the 50- CO orbital) towards the metal ion. This

distortion of the electrons on the carbon induces a partial positive

charge on the carbon. (Brown and Darensbourg (60) have shown from

intensity data of adsorbed CO that the dipole moment of CO does go

through a minimum for CO frequency 2176 cm-1, then reverses sign

and increases again to higher CO frequencies. ) The model proposed

here is not inconsistent with these results. To compensate for this,

electrons on the oxygen are distorted so that they spend relatively

more time between the carbon and the oxygen than in the absence of

the electric field of the dipositive ion. This leads to an expected

increase in the CO bond strength and increase in the CO stretching

frequency.

The various cations of the difluoride salts investigated with

CO have a range of Pau ling ionic radii as shown in Table 3. The

model predicts that if the Van der Waals radius of the carbon in CO

is held constant for all systems the distortion of electronic charge

on CO would be greater with the smaller cations than with the larger

cations because of the relatively more intense electric field at the

carbon nucleus.
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Table 3. Pau ling ionic radii (A) of some divalent metal cations.

Cation Pauling Ionic Radius

Ca 0.99

Cr O. 84

Mn 0.80

Ni 0.69

Cu 0. 72

Zn 0. 74

Therefore, following Angell and Schaffer (61) it might be

expected that if this model is correct, a plot of the observed fre-

quencies, wobs' against the electric field at the carbon nucleus, assum-

ing Paulic ionic radii and the Van der Waals radius of carbon in CO,

would yield a straight line. The equation of the line would be:

25. hc Cil
o b s

alp! cos 0111 + 2148 hc.

Here I p I is the dipole moment of CO (0. 112) Debye); 1E1 is the elec-

tric field strength at the carbon nucleus; 0 is the angle between

the electric field vector and the dipole moment vector systems,

assumed to be the same for all systems here, a is the constant

of proportionality between the electric field distortion of the

electrons on the CO due to the electric field of the cation and the

increase of CO frequency; h is Planck's constant; and c is the speed

-1
iof light. 2148 cm is the frequency of CO isolated in Ar in the
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absence of an electric field and the expected y-axis intercept if such

a plot were made. The additional assumptions made in calculating

1E1 are that the influence of thc, fluoride ion on the electric field

felt at the carbon nucleus is a constant in the cases studied here

and is included in the proportionality constant, a, and that the per-

mittivity of the medium, E, is equal to the permittivity of a vacuum,

£ . Therefore:
0

26
IF 1 ql

q2 4 Tr ( r+ry
o c

)2

where IF 1 is the coulombic force of attraction between the cation

and the dipole; q2 is the charge on the dipole; q1 is the charge on

the cation, assumed to be +2 in all cases; rc is the Pauling ionic

radius of the cation (cm-1): and ry is the Van der Waals

radius of carbon on CO.

The plot is shown in Figure 11. It can be seen from the plot

that a straight line can be drawn through the CO frequencies associ-

ated with Ca2+, Mn 2+, and Zn2+ and that this straight line has a

y-axis intercept at 2148 cm-1. However, the CO frequency associ-

ated with Cr 2+ is slightly above the line and the CO frequencies

associated with Cu 2+ and Ni 2+ are considerably above the line. From

the CO dipole moment and the slope of the line, using cgs units

throughout, the value of a cos 9 in Equation 24 is calculated to be

O. 047.
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Apparently the interaction between the MX2 and the CO is not

strong enough to make the (.4.)

1
mode of the MX2 observable in the

infrared. In no case has this mode been established in CO perturbed

MX2.

Figure 11 shows the characteristic double-humped curve asso-

ciated with, for example, heats of hydration and heats of formation

of transition metal ions and compounds. These curves are attributed

to crystal field stabilization energies and arise from an anisotropic

distribution of d electrons. The elements studied here with an

anisotropic distribution are Cr, Ni, and Cu and are observed to have

CO frequencies above the line in Figure 11.

In order to better understand what might happen when a CO

molecule is coordinated to M2+ in MF
2'

a simple qualitative crystal

field model is made. Kasai et al. (53) state that the simple crystal

field splitting of the d orbitals is not a bad approximation for the

relative d orbital energies in CuF and it has been used by DeKock

and Gruen (61) to assign the electronic spectra of anumber of MX2

molecules. Therefore, this is taken as the d orbital energy pattern

for the various MF
2

molecules investigated in this study. The MF
2

is assumed to be linear and oriented along the z-axis of the plot

shown in Figure 12. A CO molecule is brought in along the x-axis.

The plot in Figure 12 shows the relative energy levels of the d

orbitals in the resulting C2v crystal field. The plot was made
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assuming that F has a relatively bigger effect on the orbital energies

than the CO. It must be remembered that the sum of the energies of

the five d orbitals remains constant no matter what the crystal field.

The 5v orbital of CO has Al symmetry and so may interact with the

d2 and d 2 2 orbitals. According to Figure 12 the dz2 will be the
z x -y

last orbital to completely fill and therefore the apparent positive

charge of Cr, Ni, and Cu will be higher for these ions than for the

ions of isotropic electron distribution, Ca, Mn, and Zn. This leads

to the 'higher CO frequencies than expected for CrF2, NiF2, and CuF2.

Therefore it appears that the increase in CO frequency can be

explained by a coulombic attraction of the M2+ ion for the CO dipole

and a crystal field stabilization for ions having an anisotropic distribu-

tion of d electrons.

It is noticed that the CO frequencies perturbed by NiF2 and by

CuF
2

are much further off the line in Figure 12 than the CO frequency

perturbed by CrF2. This effect can be explained if orbital overlap

is allowed. As more and more protons are put on the M2+ nucleus,

the energy level of the 3d orbital on the M2+ drops and approaches

the 50- orbital on the carbon (highest occupied molecular orbital on

CO). Calculations by R. L. DeKock et al. (62) show that the 50- of

CO is below the 3d of the transition metal ions. Therefore, more

overlap would be expected for NiF2 and CuF2 with CO than for CrF
2

with CO and consequently a greater increase in CO stretching
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frequency in the former two cases.

There are numerous reports in the literature about systems

having CO frequencies greater than that of CO(g). These systems

are of two types. First there is CO adsorbed on cation-exchanged

zeolites. These zeolites normally occur in the hydrogen or sodium

forms. When dipositive cations are substituted for the hydrogen

or sodium, the system will adsorb CO and the adsorbed CO has fre-

quencies above that of CO(g). Angell and Schaffer (56) among others

have done such a study. They report CO stretches up to 2217 cm-1

for the Ni 2+ exchanged zeolite. The zinc exchanged zeolite gives a

CO stretch at 2214 cm-1. They state that evidently there is some d

orbital participation in the Ni2+ exchanged zeolite. They also made

a plot of the electric field at the carbon nucleus versus the observed

CO frequency. A straight line was obtained which could be drawn

so that most of the frequencies fell quite close to the line. They

conclude that the increase of CO frequency is due to the polarization

of the electrons on the CO.

Second there have been many studies done on the adsorption of

CO on various metal oxides. Generally these give CO frequencies

above that of CO(g). Peri (63) has done a study of the adsorption of

CO on nickel supported silica. He saw bands around 2080, 2140, and

2200 cm-1. He postulated that the 2200 cm-1 band arose from CO

filling in a coordination position in incompletely coordinated Ni 2+.
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An analogous explanation in terms of Ni + and Ni 0 was used to explain

the 2140 and 2080 cm -1 bands respectively. Peri also showed that

CO prefers the same coordination positions as NH3 on Ni 2+. Appar-

ently the CO is behaving in a chemically similar fashion to NH3 which

is expected if CO is bonding primarily through the 50- orbital.

Heyne and Thompkins (64) report a CO stretch at 2170 cm-1

which they attribute to adsorption of CO to 0 2- sites on oxidized

platinum. They attributed a 2120 cm-1 transition to CO chemi-

sorbed on ionic Pt 2+ sites. A band at 2080 cm-1 was assigned to

CO chemisorbed to free unoxidized Pt sites.

Keulks and Ravi (65) report that silica supported silver samples

which had been pretreated with 0
2

gave a CO stretch at 2180 cm-1

at room temperature when the treated silver samples were exposed

to CO. They attribute this to weak chemisorption of CO of 02 ion

chemisorbed to the silver surface.

Politzer and Kasten (66) have done some semiempirical calcu-

lations on the interaction of CO with Ni0, NiI, Ni", and NiIII in

order to better understand the interaction of CO adsorbed on solid

NiO. They found that in all cases the CO donates electrons to the

metal 4s orbital from its 50- orbital and accepts electrons from the

metal 3d orbital of proper symmetry into the 2-rr orbital of CO. In

all cases carbon bonding to the metal atom is energetically favor-

able to oxygen bonding to the metal. They also showed that if carbon
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bonded to 0', the CO overlap population would decrease resulting in

a decrease of CO stretching frequency. In CO adsorbed on solid

NiO an increase in CO stretching frequency is found. Therefore

they said that the CO is carbon bound to the metal ion in NiO.

Our experimental results are the first to definitely support these

calculations that the CO is bound to the metal ion in these types of

systems. The calculated Ni-C total overlap populations were quite
I II and IIIsmall for Ni " indicativendicative of weak bonding between the

+n +n
Ni and the carbon. Also for Ni an increase of CO overlap

population was calculated as n increases which is consistent with
nthe increase of CO stretching frequency observed for CO on Ni+

as n increases. For CO coordinated to Ni 2+ and Ni 3+ the o- donation

to the metal was larger than the it back donation from the metal to

the CO yielding a net charge transfer of 0.33 electron for Ni 2+ and

0.59 electron for Ni3+
.

The interest in the metal oxide systems stems from the fact

that a number of these are catalysts for the oxidation of CO to CO2.

The MF 2-CO systems reported here resemble these metal

oxide-CO catalytic systems in at least two ways. The CO stretch

connected with each type of system is above that of CO(g) and in both

cases the metal is bonded to a highly electronegative element and the

bond can be considered essentially ionic. Therefore it seems that

the matrix isolation technique is a valid one for gaining an insight
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into the nature of these catalytic CO adsorbed systems. It offers

the advantage that the type of site the CO is bound to is definitely

known. In all cases where several metal isotopic species were

present, a transition which was assignable to a c,.)
3

stretch of MF
2

monomer in an Ar-CO matrix grew in at the same rate as a high

frequency CO stretch.

It was also shown that as NiF2, for example, became more fully

coordinated as in Ni
2
F4 the high frequency CO stretch associated with

the Ni
2
F4 occurs at a lower frequency than the CO stretch associated

with NiF
2

monomer. This is consistent with the possible lowering

of charge on the Ni in the dimer species.

We will now turn to the results for 02, NO, and N2. When
1602 is perturbed by NiF2, the 0-0 stretch becomes allowed in the

infrared. If the same model is used for the 0
2
-NiF

2
interaction as

for the CO-NiF
2

interaction, it would be expected that the electric

field of the Ni 2+ ion would distort the electron cloud about the oxygen

inducing a dipole moment in the 02 making the 0-0 stretch allowed

in the infrared. In turn electron density on the oxygen away from

the nickel ion would spend relatively more time between the two

oxygens increasing the 0-0 stretching frequency above that of 02

gas. A crystal field effect would also be expected analogous to that

for CO with NiF2.

The observed 0-0 frequency for 1602 is 1535 cm -1.
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Hatzenbuhler and Andrews (46) report the stretching frequency of

02 in Ar as 1551 cm-1 by Raman techniques and of 02 as 1074 cm-1

as in Li02. Herzberg (47) reports the stretching frequency of 02+(g)

at 1835 cm-1. Therefore, the stretching frequency of 02 perturbed

by NiF
2

observed here is essentially more like molecular 02 than

either 02+ or 02 . It can be explained if it is assumed that the 02

is bonded to the Ni 2+ in terms of or donation from 02 to the Ni 2+

and back IT bonding from the Ni 2+ to the 02. This is not unreason-

able in view of the fact that 02 is more electronegative than CO.

When NiF
2

is deposited in an Ar-NO matrix, the w3 NiF
2

stretch shifts from 780 to 728 cm-1 while 0)3 NiF2 shifts to 714 cm-1

in an Ar-CO matrix. This is somewhat surprising because the

permanent dipole moment of NO is slightly larger than that of CO

(0. 16 Debye (67) versus 0.11 Debye for CO). No N-0 stretch which

goes with the new NiF
2

(,)
3

stretch is definitely observed. This must

mean that the N-0 stretch must occur in the NO frequency region of

the NO frequency region, because the NO frequency region is clear.

These observations are again explainable in terms of o donation

from the NO to the NiF
2

and back it donation from the NiF
2

to the NO.

Cotton and Wilkinson (68) state the NO is a better it acceptor than CO.

Therefore the proposed model of bonding of NO to NiF
2

is not unrea-

sonable.

The electronic structure of N2 is very similar to CO. They
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are both fourteen electron diatomic molecules. However, the

interaction of the metal ion with N2 is expected to be less strong

than with CO because N2 has no permanent dipole moment with which

the electric field of the ion may couple. Caulton et al. (69) attribute

the greater stability of Cr(C0)6 relative to the hypothetical Cr(N2)6

to the greater localization of the electrons in the 50- orbital on the

carbon relative to the corresponding orbital on the nitrogen. Since

an N-N stretch was not definitely confirmed for either NiF 2-N2 or

NiC1 2-N2' a comparison of the change of w
3

NiF
2

perturbed by N2

to the w
3

NiF
2

perturbed by CO should serve as a measure of the

relative strengths of interaction of N2 and of CO with NiF2. NiF2

in an Ar-CO matrix gives an w
3

stretching frequency of 714 cm-1

while w
3

NiF
2

in an Ar-N
2

matrix is 737 cm-1. For NiC1
2

perturbed

by N2 and by CO much the same comparison can be made. NiC1
2

stretching frequency of 483 cm-1in and Ar-N
2

matrix gives an w3

while NiC1
2

in an Ar-CO matrix gives anw3 stretching frequency of

468 cm-1. Therefore it does seem that N2 interacts less strongly

with NiX
2

than does CO.

The CO stretch for CO perturbed by NiC12 is at 2189 cm -l.

Figure 11 shows that if all factors are taken the same in NiC1
2

as

in NiF2'
the coupling of the electric field with the dipole of the CO

should give a frequency of 2187 cm-1. This would say that there is

very little crystal field interaction in NiC1
2
-CO. However, it is
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rather naive to think that NiC12 is as ionic as NiF2. De Kock and

Gruen (70) provide evidence that covalency increases in the order:

NiC12 < NiBr2 < NiI2. If NiC12 is more covalent than NiF2, the

charge on the Ni in NiC12 is less than in NiF2. Therefore the ion-

dipole coupling strength in NiC12-CO would be less than NiF2-CO

and the CO frequency increase in NiC12-CO would be greater than

the 2 cm-1 predicted by Figure 11.

There is one bit of experimental evidence that the charge on

Ni in NiC12 is less than in NiF2. The 0-0 stretch in NiC12 perturbed

by 02 was not observed, whereas the 0-0 stretch in 02 perturbed by

NiF
2

is readily observable on the PE 180.

In conclusion, it has been shown that the various diatomic

molecules, YZ, bond to the M2+ in ionic MX2 species. Evidence

has been presented from the CO frequency data which shows that it

is reasonable to think of the interaction as a coupling between the

electric field vector of the dipositive ion and the dipole moment vector

of the diatomic molecule with a ligand field component for transition

metal ions with anisotropic d electron distribution.

In several of these studies H2O, HF, or both were present in

the matrix. No evidence of perturbation of the MX2 co
3

vibration was

noticed due to these species. HF was seen to perturb the CO fre-

quency, apparently due to a dipole-dipole coupling. The H2O and HF
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seem to prefer to hydrogen bond to themselves or possibly each

other than to couple to the MX2.
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APPENDIX

Slater et al. (7) have prepared U( CO)1-6 by cocondensing CO

with uranium in solid Ar and carefully letting the isolated species

diffuse through the matrix by warming it. The U(C0)1 are stable

to 30°K.

Therefore, it was decided to investigate the interaction of some

lathanides with CO in solid Ar. The lathanides selected for study were

Nd, Ce, and Yb. Neodymium was selected because it is electronically

very similar to uranium (Nd-[Xe] 6s24e; U-[Rn] 7s25f4). Cerium and

ytterbium were selected because they are chemically somewhat differ-

ent than a normal rare earth such as neodymium. Cerium has a +4

oxidation state while ytterbium has a +2 oxidation state. The other

reason why these were chosen is that Haberman and Daane (23)

report that cerium is the least volatile of all the rare earths, ytterbi-

um the most volatile, while neodymium is about in the middle range

of lanthanide volatility.

The experimental procedure was much the same as in the MX2-

CO work. Tantalum Knudsen cells were used for Yb and graphite for

Ce and Nd. The optimum deposition temperature for Yb was 1100° C;

for Nd, 1575° C; and for Ce, 1650° C.

Table 4 gives the observed transitions, the conditions under

which these were observed, and the behavior of the transitions on
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Table 4. Experimental and calculated absorption frequencies and behaviors of Nd and Ce in
CO doped Ar.

Element Transition Energy (cm-1) Behavior

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Nd

Ce

12C0
1832 sharp -- disappears on warming

12CO
1839 sharp--disappears on warming

12
C0 1852 broad--disappears on warming

12CO
1872.7 sharp--disappears on warming

12
CO 1890 very broad -- disappears on warming

12C0
1934.3 sharp--disappears on warming

12CO
1955 very broad--shoulder on 1990

12C0
1965 very broad--shoulder on 1990

12C0
1990 very broad--grows in on warming and

shifts to 1885 on warming

13C0
1946

13
C0 equivalent of 1990 (calc. 1946)

12C0
2003 shoulder on 1990 -- becomes less distinct

on warming

13
CO 1959

13
CO counterpart of 2003 (calc. 1959)

Nd -12C stretch or 340 apparently goes with 1990
Nd-12C-0 bend

12CO
2050 relatively sharp--grows on warming

13
CO 2004

13
C0 counterpart of 2050 (calc. 2004)

Nd-12C stretch or 434 apparently goes with 2050
Nd-12C-0 bend

Nd-12C stretch or 464 apparently goes with 2050
Nd-12C-0 bend

12CO
2037 grows in on warming

13C0
1991

13
C0 counterpart of 2037 (calc. 1992)

12
CO 2012 relatively sharp--grows on warming

12C0
1850-1880 very broad--disappears on warming
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Table 4. (Continued)

Element Transition
-1

Energy (cm ) Behavior

12
Ce CO 1933 broad-disappears on warming

12
Ce CO 1 964 broadens to shoulder of 1990 on warming

12
Ce CO 1990 intense broad--grows on warming and

shifts to 1985

13 13
Ce CO 1 953 CO counterpart of 1990 (calc. 1946)

overlaps shoulder on 1990,

Ce
12

CO 2 003 shoulder on 1990--less distinct on warming

Ce
12

CO 2050 grows on warming

Ce
12

CO 2032 grows on warming

Nd, Ce 1744 not dependent on CO; broadens to peaks
at 1729 and 1718 on warming

Nd; Ce 1460 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 1447 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 1434 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 1205 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 1162 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 919 not dependent on CO

Nd, Ce ? 768 not dependent on CO
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warming. The spectra are shown in Figure 13. It was found that

Yb did not react with CO. Both Nd and Ce interact with CO in solid

Ar and give infrared spectra so similar that they are almost super-

imposable. Also both Nd and Ce interact with CO in solid Ar to give

beautiful blood-red matrices. Therefore what is said for Nd applies

also for Ce.

When Nd was deposited slowly in an Ar-CO matrix, a relatively

strong transition appeared at 1934 cm -1 with weaker transitions at

1873 and 1890 cm-1 as shown in Figure 13-a. Upon warming the

1934 and 1890 cm-1 absorptions became weaker while the 1873

absorption became slightly stronger. In addition an absorption

around 1990 cm-1 appeared and grew in strongly as shown in Figure

13 -b.

When Nd was deposited very slowly in an Ar-CO matrix,

nothing appeared until the matrix was carefully warmed. Then weak

transitions appeared at 1934 and 1872 cm -1. On further warming

these disappeared and nothing else grew in in their place.

At slightly higher lanthanide deposition rates, not only did

C-0 transitions at 1933 and 1872 cm-1 appear but also one around

1990 cm-1 shown in Figure 13-c. Also transitions around 1840 and

1850 cm-1 occasionally appeared. The 1990 cm-1 absorption gener-

ally had a shoulder at 2003 cm-1 and sometimes around 1960 and

1970 cm-1. On warm up the transitions at 1933 cm-1 and below
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Figure 13. Infrared spectra of Nd in Ar-CO matrices: a) low
deposition rate of Nd, b) spectrum a after warming,
c) moderate deposition rate of Nd, and d) fast
deposition rate of Nd.
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became weaker while the 199 0 cm-1 transitions became stronger.

In addition, on warm up the bottom of the 1990 cm-1 transition

shifted to 1885 cm-1 and the shoulders on this absorption broadened

and became less distinct. When the transition at 1990 cm-1 was very

strong, a transition appeared at 34 0 cm- 'which may be a Ln-C stretch

or a Ln -C -O bend.

At high deposition rates of both CO and lanthanide an absorp-

tion appeared at 2050 cm-1 shown in Figure 13-d. This transition

grew in on warming. If both the 199 0 and 2050 cm-1 absorptions

appeared together, both grew in on warming. The 2050 cm-1 absorp-

tion never appeared on warming a matrix in which the 199 0 cm-1

absorption was present but no 2050 cm-1 absorption was present.

Occasionally transitions appeared at around 204 0 and 2012 cm-1

which also grew in on warming. When the 2050 absorption was very

intense, two transitions appeared at 433 and 464 cm-1 which appar-

ently go with the 2050 cm-1 absorption. These may be Ln-C stretches

or Ln -C -O bends or both.

Because the transitions at 1990 cm-1 and 2050 cm-1 were the

most easy to produce of all those observed and because it was pos-

sible to prepare these without appreciable amounts of transitions

due to other species, it was decided to see what would happen to

these absorptions if a mixture of approximately 50% 12 CO and 50%

13 CO was codeposited with the lathanide in solid Ar. When this
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was done the 13 C0 equivalent of the 1990 cm-1 absorption was

observed at 1943 cm-1 (calculated 199 6 cm-1). No transitions

more intense than the all 12 C0 or all 13 C0 transitions were observed

between 1943 and 199 0 cm -1Q The 1943 transition was considerably

broadened due to overlap of the high energy shoulder of the 13C0

transition with the low energy shoulders of the 12C0 transition.

Similarly the 13 C0 equivalent of the 2050 cm -1 transition appeared

at 2004 cm-1 (calculated 2004 cm-1). No transitions were observed

between 2004 and 2050 cm-1. Unfortunately not enough of either the

199 0-19 43 or the 2050-2004 cm-1 transitions with the mixed CO

isotopes to observe the transitions at 340, 434, and 464 cm-1.

Occasionally transitions appeared at 1744, 1460, 1447, 1434,

1205, 1162, 919, and 768 cm -1
. These were generally rather weak

and not carbon dependent. Apparently they are not connected with the

lathanide -CO species.

The mixed isotope experiments show that none of these species

observed in this study have more than one CO. They may be formu-

lated as LnxCO where Ln = Nd or Ce. The high lathanide deposition

rates which favor the 2050 cm-1 transition relative to the others,

must mean that in this species the CO interacts with lathanide in the

highest degree of aggregation of those observed in this study. The

1990 cm-1 CO transition represents CO bonded to lanthanide of

somewhat lower aggregation than the 2050 cm-1 transition, while
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the 1933 cm 1 CO transition is due to CO bonded to lathanide of

still lower aggregation. Apparently the heavy Nd or Ce does not

move around much on warming whereas the CO does. For example,

if only a 1990 cm 1 transition was seen before warm up, it grew in

on warming but no 2050 cm-1 transition ever appeared.

Apparently as the rare earth becomes more and more aggre-

gated, the CO bonded to the lathanide aggregate has less and less

back -rr bonded character. In other words the orbitals used to back

Tr bond to the CO in the lower aggregates are used to bond other

metal atoms in the higher aggregates. This is indicated by the

higher CO frequencies observed with the more highly aggregated

lathanides. The lathanide-CO species apparently resembles the CO

adsorbed on solid metal (for example CO adsorbed on solid Pt (64))

than they do as gaseous carbonyl species such as Ni(CO)4.


